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President Shepard has designated
a theme for each month of his term
as president. State bar sections and
local bars are encouraged to plan
events and activities for each topic.
Be sure to let us know about your
activities relating to these themes
so that we can report them to our
members statewide!
January: human Traﬃcking

The
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february: diversity and inclusion
march: Women in the law
april: mediation and
dispute Resolution
may: lawyer health and Wellness
June: Annual meeting

8 January 2022

As i write this article for the January
issue of The Alabama Lawyer, we are
halfway through my term as state bar
president. i want to tell you about some
of what we’ve accomplished so far and
what we can look forward to during the
next six months.
You may recall that in my first and second articles, i talked quite a lot about the
Golden circle of simon sinek and the importance of finding the “why” of your organization. The “why” could also be
described as the core mission of an organization. mr. sinek emphasizes how important it is to define your “why” before you
start looking at how and what you do.
We watched a portion of mr. sinek’s
Ted talk and discussed the “why” of the
Alabama state bar during our executive
council retreat and our leadership meetings with leadership of the sections,
committees, and task forces.
There were some interesting responses,
such as “to serve the attorneys of our
state,”“to serve and protect the public,”

and even “to champion the truth and to
protect our legal system in the state and
in this country.”
once we had examined the “why” of the
state bar, we moved on to discuss what
the bar should do and how the bar should
do it. We considered the broad spectrum
of duties and opportunities, including
legal issue discussion groups, member discount benefits, cle events, mentoring
young lawyers, and cooperating with local
bars on events around the state.
Then we hit a pothole in the road. because of the loss of our executive director, assistant executive director, and
director of programs within the last year
and a half, we found that there were
large lapses of institutional knowledge
that would have been very useful. it is
hard to call a meeting or plan an event
when there is no list of necessary participants and no one to ask how it was
done in previous years.
however, i am proud to report that
our executive director, Terri lovell, and

ing a perpetual resource of what we
need for superior performance for our
members and for the general public.
some of the innovations that we have
done and some of the things we have
brought back since covid-19 include
live-streaming the meetings of the
board of bar commissioners, bringing
students from the law schools to these
meetings, and inviting a special guest to
open each bbc meeting with their
greeting and remarks. The first such

Alabama Lawyer

their goal is to make money and to add
monetary value to their organization.
by contrast, the success of a nonprofit entity is not defined by how
much money it makes, but whether it
becomes a perpetual generator of exciting ideas, engaged volunteers, and
new programs.
That is where we are now with the Alabama state bar. We are moving beyond the basics of paying the light bill
and managing the bar exam, to becom-

The

the bar staﬀ have done an outstanding
job in carrying out every event and
meeting this fall and in organizing the
records of the state bar to memorialize
all the necessary institutional information for the future. We are in so much
better shape now than we were in August, to make internal improvements
or to start new projects.
so, in considering what the state bar
should do and how it should do it, i
want to tell you about another author
and speaker, Jim collins. mr. collins is a
former member of the faculty of the
business school at stanford University
and has written several excellent books,
including Built to Last and Good to Great.
it was while reading one of mr.
collins’s books that i first encountered
the idea of an organization as a bus.
First, you need to get the right people
on the bus. second, you need to put
those people in the right seats. And
third, you all need to reach agreement
as a group on where the bus should go.
i think that the state bar has accomplished these goals very well. i spent
many, many hours interviewing every
person that i appointed as a chair or
vice chair of the numerous committees
and task forces of the state bar. so far,
the leaders who have been active have
performed very well. At the same time,
Terri lovell has organized and focused
the eﬀorts of the staﬀ in such a way
that we can be confident in their hard
work and support for the mission and
the goals of the state bar.
however, mr. collins makes another
great point that applies very well to
our state bar. he has written that there
is a significant diﬀerence between success of a for-profit company and success of a nonprofit entity. he rejects
the notion that to be successful, a nonprofit should be “run more like a business.” This is significant to our eﬀorts
because although the Alabama state
bar was established by an act of the Alabama legislature, it operates pretty
much like a nonprofit organization.
The for-profit companies on the stock
exchange define success in various
ways such as market share and customer product appeal, but ultimately
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guest was Governor Kay ivey, the second guest was chief Justice Tom Parker,
and the third guest will be speaker of
the house mac mccutcheon.
We have also worked on improving
the leaders Forum for the chairs of the
state bar’s sections, committees, and
task forces with leadership tips, new
staﬀ videos, and a live Q-and-A session
with the executive director and the
president. We are planning a leaders
Forum with the local bar presidents
around the state in January.
Another innovation that has done
well is my designation of a theme for
each month of the year as president.
The response and cooperation from
state bar sections, committees, task
forces, and local bars has been very
good. i hope you are looking forward

10 January 2022

with me to the themes in 2022, including January (human traﬃcking), February (diversity and inclusion) and march
(women in the law).
looking forward to the next six
months, there are numerous projects in
the works. one of my major goals has
been to reestablish law practice management as a major department and
function of the state bar. i am very
pleased to say that, after an extensive
search, the state bar has hired chris
colee, who will be a terrific lecturer,
writer, teacher, and coach for what we
did not learn in law school – how to run
your law firm as an eﬃcient business.
before i complete this article, i want
to return to the theme i’ve mentioned
in previous articles and speeches that
treating everyone, including the other

lawyers in a court battle or in a tough
negotiation, with kindness and courtesy will make you a better lawyer or a
better judge.
several people have told me that my
friend, former state bar president cole
Portis, once said to them, “i know Taze
will do the right thing.” cole’s comments really struck a chord to me and
still serve as one of the big motivators
for everything i do, including my service as your state bar president.
it is appropriate, then, that i conclude
with an excellent quote from mark
Twain: “do the right thing. it will gratify
some people and astonish the rest.”
isn’t that great? let it motivate us
today to do the right thing so that we
will gratify some people and astonish
s
the rest!
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As we enter this year with a renewed sense of purpose, the goals of increased and
improved collaboration with local bars, practice area associations, and organizations
serving lawyers and providing access to justice to Alabama citizens moves to the
forefront. shared commitment among our members for continuous improvement is
one of the greatest attributes of the Alabama state bar. Now, more than ever, the
people we serve on a daily basis need lawyers.
how we can best support our members for the challenges ahead is a constant
motivator for me. our membership is now over 19,000 and with that record number,
we must be willing to listen, grow, and evolve to meet the needs of our changing
world while continuing to honor the profession we all love.
Technology and communication have become critical to these changes as we learn
new ways to support and serve our members and the public. much time and energy
are being devoted to providing opportunities for education and development of all
lawyers, young and old. Above all, we have lawyer-volunteers with a shared
commitment to enrich your practice and personal growth. our membership is more
diverse and engaged, a united group of changemakers and vision-casters. every day,
every conversation, every meeting is driving us to be better.
The continued discovery of what makes us stronger as a legal profession is stemming
from the ongoing collaboration of lawyers all over this state. With the challenges we
have faced and conquered, we forge ahead into 2022 with renewed optimism.
s
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c o R N e R

Welcome to the January 2022
edition of The Alabama Lawyer
i was stopped by a friend while we
were in a courthouse this week – i get
stopped in courthouses, on sidewalks,
lots of places – to talk about our magazine. he wanted to comment on my column. he said that it seems that i’m having
a good time, and said he detected joy in
my writing.
That may be the biggest compliment
i’ve gotten. he is right; i love this job,
and i still pinch myself that i get to do it.
Thanks for the opportunity. And
thanks for all of the help, comments,
suggestions, that i get. i even got an
email this week asking me to change
someone’s delivery address. i did, too.
Now on to this edition.
have you ever wondered who was the
first black lawyer in Alabama? John
browning is a visiting professor at Jones
law school and a former justice on the
Texas Fifth circuit court of Appeals. in
“blazing the Trail: Alabama’s First black
lawyers,” he not only tells us who holds
that position, but he also gives us quite
the tour of early black Alabama lawyers
(page 20). i found it fascinating, and i was
pleasantly surprised on a lot of levels.
Tim lewis is our Alabama state law librarian, and a great fellow, a better researcher, and he gets credited for
helping with that article. did i ever mention that Tim and i were law school
classmates? he lived in the same university-owned complex i lived in during law
school, and i had to pay my rent to him
every month. Alabama could not be

served by a better state law librarian. he
gets far too little credit for all he does.
i thought the last annual meeting of
the state bar was flush with good speakers. heather meadows may have been
the best. heather works in the field of internet technology, and when she’s talking about her topic, she’s a skilled
raconteur. in “Keeping Your Firm cybersafe: solutions born of experience” (page
28), her inside scoop on how cyber criminals attack and then blackmail some of
the biggest companies in the world is
filled with lessons for us all. And all along
the way she spoons up some help so
these bad things won’t happen to us.
cooper shattuck and harold stephens
joined forces to give us a well-written,
interesting article about how to handle
mediations – hearings of any kind, really
– on Zoom or other similar media. Their
article title “We’re Not in Kansas Anymore – mediating Tips for mediators
and lawyers in the land of Zoom” implies a catchy Wizard of Oz theme. They
keep that promise, and it is chock full of
practical suggestions. Read it, if only for
the pleasure of seeing how an instructional piece can be written in an entertaining way (page 34).
so, enjoy the articles. email me at
wgward@mindspring.com if you have
questions or comments or want to write.
come join the fun. We are always looking
for our next group of excellent writers.
And just wait till you see what we have
for you in march.
s

m e m o R i A l s

▲ suzanne d. Paulson
▲ James C. stivender

The

Words generally fail us as we try to convey the essence of this
life lost on september 9, 2021. born december 17, 1950 in detroit, michigan, suzanne Paulson was the epitome of grace and
compassion in all aspects of her life and was always the consummate professional in her practice of law.
After graduating from michigan state University in 1973,
suzanne moved to birmingham to attend cumberland school of law, where, in 1974,
she was recruited as a law clerk by the estate and Gift Tax division of the internal Revenue service. After graduating cumberland, suzanne was admitted to the Alabama
bar in 1976. she then served as estate Tax Attorney in the birmingham oﬃce of the
iRs until 1980, when she was promoted to senior estate Tax Attorney. suzanne would
remain in that position at the iRs for the next 20 years until 2000, when she left for
private practice and joined the law firm of leitman, siegal & Payne, P.c. where she
practiced in estate planning and administration for the remainder of her life. during
her long and accomplished career, suzanne was a well-known member of the estateplanning and administration bar and became the go-to professional for many accountants whose clients needed her help planning and administering their estates
and the estates of their loved ones.
The law was suzanne’s constant as she worked long and diligent hours for her
clients and cared deeply about providing the best outcomes for them. As her relationships grew, more often than not, clients would refer to suzanne not only as their
lawyer, but also as their friend. she was an empathetic listener, and lawyers, accountants, and financial planners from all around Alabama also sought her advice and
counsel. suzanne had a warm heart and inviting spirit, and it was the blending of her
technical knowledge with these “down-to-earth” qualities that made suzanne invaluable to many of her clients, colleagues, and friends.
suzanne’s contributions to the bar and community were also extensive, including
leadership in some of the most eﬀective may day celebrations of the birmingham bar
Association and important roles on the Alabama Planned Giving council and samford
University Professional Advisors council. she was also a dedicated member of birmingham’s estate Planning council and the Women’s section of the birmingham bar.
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suzanne d. Paulson
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When suzanne wasn’t practicing law, it was a safe bet that
she was either reading a good book, enjoying one of her favorite television series, or socializing with her friends and
colleagues at one of her favored haunts, where one could
often find her stationed at her usual seat at the bar, waiting
for her take-out while toiling over a client’s file. Never shy
about her political views, suzanne was a keen student of
current events and, until the end, was passionate about the
future of this country. suzanne often mourned the loss of civility in political discourse and was always willing to engage
in a congenial debate. even during these deliberations, however, suzanne’s quick wit, good humor, and infectious laugh
charmed even her most ardent opponents.
suzanne truly cared for others, and her compassion was reflected in the way she treated her clients, friends, and colleagues. suzanne was kind to everyone, and her humanity was
blind to gender, race, orientation, and all the other diverse individualities that she felt made this world a more interesting place.
To all who knew her, we lost a dear friend, confidant, and
valuable collaborator. she will be greatly missed, and we are
all fortunate and very thankful that our lives crossed paths
with suzanne’s life, because it was a blessing to know her.
–Charles H. Moses, III and James H. Wilson, Birmingham
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James c. stivender
Ninety-seven years of exemplary
professional and personal service
ended on october 4, 2021, when
James stivender answered the summons to heavenly service. Preceded in
death by his parents, dr. James stivender and Nancy Victoria mceachern
stivender, and his first wife, Rebecca
mccarley stivender, he is survived by
his wife, stella stivender; children John stivender (landon),
Paul stivender (martha), debbie burt (hunter), and Asb
member Wally Walker (molly); grandchildren Rebecca stivender, madeline stivender herndon (stewart), Walton stivender, Walker Woodall, Anna claire Woodall, sara Walker
spruiell (harrison), and caroline Walker.
i had the privilege of working closely for, and with, this remarkable man for more than 20 years. long after his retirement, i continued to rely on his advice and counsel Although
he and i had a very close personal and professional relationship,
as a member of my parents’ generation, he was, and always will
be, mr. stivender to me.

14 January 2022

After being graduated from howard college (now samford University) and the University of Alabama school of
law, he began his legal career in etowah county in 1951 as
an assistant district attorney. he served as a municipal judge
and became a consummate civil litigator. Among his many
activities he served as local bar president and was recognized as “lawyer of the Year” and as a “Pillar of the bar.”
As a young lawyer and associate, i quickly learned when
he asked if i would help him in a “little” case, that meant it
might involve a question of whether a railroad was correctly
located, claims of bank fraud, or medical malpractice.
he was a model of respect and civility, both of which were
manifest in his advocacy style. on one occasion when he
had prevailed for the defendant, the plaintiﬀ’s wife approached him after the trial and thanked him for being so
kind to the plaintiﬀ. he was renowned for handling evidentiary objections in such a manner that opposing counsel
wanted to apologize. Never failing to tell a jury that he was
“proud to represent his client,” he personalized every trial. he
never gloated in victory, but viewed the infrequent adverse
jury verdict as a personal rebuke. long before mediation became stylish, mr. stivender was sought out for his seamless
handling in resolving property and church disputes.
he was an exceptional mentor, not only allowing me to
“carry his books,” but giving me an opportunity to make
opening statements, examine witnesses and participate in
closing arguments.
mr. stivender was much more than a great lawyer. he took
tremendous pride in the fact that he served his country during World War ii in the Army Air corps with 35 combat missions over Germany as a b-17 bomber crew member. From
his arrival in Gadsden in 1951, he was a dedicated member
of the First baptist church of Gadsden where he served as a
deacon, chaired various committees, and taught sunday
school for 64 years to a class that bears his name. he proudly
served for 62 years and became a life trustee of samford University. meanwhile, he was president and a life member of
the Gadsden Kiwanis club, captain of the Gadsden Quarterback club, president of the Gadsden country club, and oﬃcer of the YmcA and the boys club. he served on the board
of directors for compass bank for 32 years. As a sports enthusiast, he occasionally found time for a round of golf. early
in his career he refereed high school football, which he described as “one of the hardest tasks he had ever undertaken.”
Perhaps the best epitaph came from a fellow attorney
when she learned of mr. stivender’s passing: “Jim stivender
s
represented everything a good lawyer should be.”
–F. Michael Haney, Gadsden

Bell, Vicki ann
huntsville
Admitted: April 29, 1991
died: october 4, 2021

ross, mary makima
huntsville
Admitted: september 29, 2006
died: February 15, 2021

Hamilton, Palmer Clarkson
mobile
Admitted: may 3, 1974
died: october 15, 2021

smith, rufus randolph, Jr.
dothan
Admitted: November 19, 1974
died: september 12, 2021

Hasser, James Eugene, Jr.
mobile
Admitted: september 24, 1982
died: september 24, 2021

street, Phillip Hamilton
Atlanta
Admitted: september 26, 1986
died: october 4, 2021

Jones, Keith samuel
Taft, TN
Admitted: september 29, 1980
died: september 5, 2021

Turner, robert Lee
montgomery
Admitted: may 1, 1989
died: August 8, 2021

mcmullan, James michael
birmingham
Admitted: september 27, 1996
died: september 26, 2021

Walker, robert William
Union Grove
Admitted: January 10, 2013
died: may 15, 2021

Potter, Ernest Luther, Jr.
huntsville
Admitted: January 1, 1963
died: August 27, 2021

Williams, Craig Lamar
Tuscaloosa
Admitted: september 26, 1978
died: october 13, 2021

rainey, Lloyd Bratton, iii
mobile
Admitted: may 1, 1989
died: september 4, 2021

Winters, raymond Howard
myrtle beach
Admitted: september 19, 1998
died: August 16, 2021
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roberts, James Edward
birmingham
Admitted: september 4, 1969
died: september 4, 2021

The

anderson, mary amelia
montgomery
Admitted: september 26, 1988
died: october 13, 2021
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Alabama lawyers hall of Fame

16 January 2022

may is traditionally the month when new members are inducted into the Alabama
lawyers hall of Fame, which is located at the state Judicial building. The idea for a hall
of fame first appeared in 2000 when montgomery attorney Terry brown wrote state
bar President sam Rumore with a proposal that the former supreme court building,
adjacent to the state bar building and vacant at that time, should be turned into a
museum memorializing the many great lawyers in the history of Alabama.
The implementation of the idea of an Alabama lawyers hall of Fame originated
during the term of state bar President Fred Gray. he appointed a task force to study
the concept, set up guidelines, and then provide a recommendation to the board of
bar commissioners. The committee report was approved in 2003 and the first induction took place for the year 2004.
A 12-member selection committee consisting of the immediate past-president of
the Alabama state bar, a member appointed by the chief justice, one member appointed by each of the three presiding federal district court judges of Alabama, four
members appointed by the board of bar commissioners, the director of the Alabama
department of Archives and history, the chair of the Alabama bench and bar historical society, and the executive secretary of the Alabama state bar meets annually to
consider the nominees and to make selections for induction.
inductees to the Alabama lawyers hall of Fame must have had a distinguished career in the law. This could be demonstrated through many diﬀerent forms of achievement – leadership, service, mentorship, political courage, or professional success.
each inductee must have been deceased at least two years at the time of their selection. Also, for each year, at least one of the inductees must have been deceased a
minimum of 100 years to give due recognition to historic figures as well as the more
recent lawyers of the state.

The deadline for submission is march 1.

Judicial Award of merit
The Alabama state bar board of bar commissioners will receive nominations for the state bar’s Judicial Award of merit
through march 15. Nominations should be mailed to:
Terri b. lovell
secretary
P.o. box 671
montgomery, Al 36101-0671
The Judicial Award of merit was established in 1987. The
award is not necessarily an annual award. it must be presented to a judge who is not retired, whether state or federal
court, trial or appellate, who is determined to have contributed significantly to the administration of justice in Alabama. The recipient is presented with a crystal gavel bearing
the state bar seal and the year of presentation. The award will
be presented during the Alabama state bar’s Annual meeting.
Nominations are considered by a three-member committee appointed by the president of the state bar, which then
makes a recommendation to the board of bar commissioners with respect to a nominee or whether the award
should be presented in any given year.
Nominations should include a detailed biographical profile of
the nominee and a narrative outlining the significant contribution(s) the nominee has made to the administration of justice.
Nominations may be supported with letters of endorsement.

The board of bar commissioners of the Alabama state bar
will receive nominations for the J. Anthony “Tony” mclain
Professionalism Award through march 15. Nominations
should be prepared on the appropriate nomination form
available at www.alabar.org and mailed to:
Terri b. lovell
secretary
P.o. box 671
montgomery, Al 36101-0671
The purpose of the J. Anthony “Tony” mclain Professionalism Award is to honor the leadership of Tony mclain and to
encourage the emulation of his deep devotion to professionalism and service to the Alabama state bar by recognizing outstanding, long-term, and distinguished service in the
advancement of professionalism by living members of the
Alabama state bar.
Nominations are considered by a five-member committee
which makes a recommendation to the board of bar commissioners with respect to a nominee or whether the award
should be presented in any given year.

William d. “bill”
scruggs, Jr. service
To the bar Award
The board of bar commissioners of the Alabama state bar
will receive nominations for the William d. “bill” scruggs, Jr.
service to the bar Award through march 15. Nominations
should be prepared on the appropriate nomination form
available at www.alabar.org and mailed to:
Terri b. lovell
secretary
P.o. box 671
montgomery, Al 36101-0671
The bill scruggs service to the bar Award was established
in 2002 to honor the memory of and accomplishments on
behalf of the bar of former state bar President bill scruggs.
The award is not necessarily an annual award. it must be
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sam Rumore
Alabama lawyers hall of Fame
P.o. box 671
montgomery, Al 36101-0671

J. Anthony “Tony” mclain
Professionalism Award

The

The selection committee actively solicits suggestions from
members of the bar and the general public for the nomination
of inductees. We need nominations of historic figures as well as
present-day lawyers for consideration. Great lawyers cannot be
chosen if they have not been nominated. Nominations can be
made throughout the year by downloading the nomination
form from the bar’s website and submitting the requested information. Plaques commemorating the inductees are located
in the lower rotunda of the Judicial building and profiles of all
inductees are found at www.alabar.org.
download an application form at https://www.alabar.org/
assets/uploads/2019/01/Lawyers-Hall-of-Fame-NominationForm-Fillable.pdf and mail the completed form to:
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(Continued from page 17)

presented in recognition of outstanding and long-term service by living members of the bar of this state to the Alabama
state bar as an organization.
Nominations are considered by a five-member committee
which makes a recommendation to the board of bar commissioners with respect to a nominee or whether the award
should be presented in any given year.

Asb Women’s
section Awards
The Women’s section of the Alabama state bar is accepting nominations for the following awards:

maud mcLure Kelly award
This award is named for the first woman admitted to practice law in Alabama and is presented each year to a female attorney who has made a lasting impact on the legal profession
and who has been a great pioneer and leader in Alabama. The
Women’s section is honored to present an award named after
a woman whose commitment to women’s rights was and continues to be an inspiration for all women in the state. The
award will be presented at the maud mclure Kelly luncheon
at the Alabama state bar Annual meeting.

The
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susan Bevill Livingston Leadership award
This Women’s section award is in memory of susan bevill
livingston, who practiced at balch & bingham. The recipient
of this award must demonstrate a continual commitment to
those around her as a mentor, a sustained level of leadership
throughout her career, and a commitment to her community
in which she practices, such as, but not limited to, bar-related
activities, community service and/or activities which benefit
women in the legal field and/or in her community. The candidate must be or have been in good standing with the Alabama state bar and have at least 10 years of cumulative
practice in the field of law. This award may be given posthumously. This award will be presented at a special reception.
submission deadline is march 15.
Please submit your nominations to sherri Phillips at
sherriep@sasserlawfirm.com. Your submission should include
the candidate’s name and contact information, the candidate’s
current cV, and any letters of recommendations. if a nomination intends to use letters of recommendation previously
submitted, please note your intentions.

18 January 2022

Notice of election and
electronic balloting
Notice is given here pursuant to the Alabama state bar
Rules Governing election and selection of President-elect
and board of bar commissioners that the election of these
oﬃcers will be held beginning monday, may 16, 2022, and
ending Friday, may 20, 2022.
on the third monday in may (may 16, 2022), members will
be notified by email with instructions for accessing an electronic ballot. members who wish to vote by paper ballot
should notify the secretary in writing on or before the first
Friday in may (may 6, 2022) requesting a paper ballot. A single written request will be suﬃcient for all elections, including run-oﬀs and contested president-elect races during this
election cycle. All ballots (paper and electronic) must be
voted and received by the Alabama state bar by 5:00 p.m. on
the Friday (may 20, 2022) immediately following the opening
of the election.

nomination and Election of President-Elect
candidates for the oﬃce of president-elect shall be members in good standing of the Alabama state bar as of February 1, 2022 and shall possess a current privilege license or
special membership. candidates must be nominated by petition of at least 25 Alabama state bar members in good
standing. such petitions must be filed with the secretary of
the Alabama state bar no later than 5:00 p.m. on February 1,
2022.

nomination and Election of Board of Bar
Commissioners
bar commissioners will be elected by those lawyers with
their principal oﬃces in the following circuits:
1st Judicial circuit
3rd Judicial circuit
5th Judicial circuit
6th Judicial circuit, Place 1
7th Judicial circuit
10th Judicial circuit, Place 3
10th Judicial circuit, Place 6
13th Judicial circuit, Place 3
13th Judicial circuit, Place 4
14th Judicial circuit
15th Judicial circuit, Place 1

e
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Qualified, former or retired
alabama Judges registered
with the alabama Center for
dispute resolution
Hon. s. Phillip Bahakel
phillip@bahakellaw.net
(205) 987-8787

Hon. Charles “Chuck” r. malone
chuck@malonenelson.com
(205) 349-3449

Hon. John B. Bush
jbush@courtneymann.net
(334) 567-2545

Hon. Julie a. Palmer
judgejuliepalmer@gmail.com
(205) 616-2275

Hon. suzanne s. Childers
judgesuzanne@gmail.com
(205) 908-9018

Hon. Eugene W. reese
genereese2000@yahoo.com
(334) 799-7631

Hon. W. scott donaldson
scottdonaldsonlaw@gmail.com
(205) 860-0184

Hon. James H. reid, Jr.
bevjam@bellsouth.net
(251) 709-0227

Hon. r.a. “sonny” ferguson
raferguson@csattorneys.com
(205) 250-6631

Hon. James H. sandlin
judge@jimmysandlin.com
(256) 319-2798

submission of nominations

Hon. J. Langford floyd
floydmediation@outlook.com
(251) 610-1001

Hon. ron storey
ron@wiregrasselderlaw.com
(334) 793-7635

Nomination forms, declaration of candidacy forms, and
applications for at-large commissioner positions must be
submitted by the appropriate deadline and addressed to:

Hon. arthur J. Hanes, Jr.
ahanes@uww-adr.com
(205) 933-9033

Hon. Edward B. Vines
evinesattorney@yahoo.com
(205) 586-0222

Hon. James E. Hill, Jr.
jimhill@hhglawgroup.com
(205) 640-2000

Hon. J. scott Vowell
jsv@scottvowell.com
(205) 214-7320

Election of at-Large Commissioners
At-large commissioners will be elected for the following
place numbers: 2, 5, and 8. Petitions for these positions,
which are elected by the board of bar commissioners, are
due by April 1, 2022.

Terri b. lovell
secretary
P.o. box 671
montgomery, Al 36101-0671
These forms may also be sent by email to elections@
alabar.org or by fax to (334) 261-6310.
it is the candidate’s responsibility to ensure the secretary
receives the nomination form by the deadline.
election rules and petitions for all positions are available at
https://www.alabar.org/about/board-of-bar-commissioners/
election-information/.
s

Hon. J. david Jordan
jdjordan@ottsmoorelaw.com
(251) 867-7724

fasT • EasY • aPPEaLaBLE
Al Acts No. 2012-266 and 2018-384

For more information, search “Find a Private Judge” at
www.alabamaADR.org
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Additional commissioners will be elected for each 300
members of the state bar with principal oﬃces therein. New
commissioner positions for these and the remaining circuits
will be determined by a census on march 1, 2022 and vacancies certified by the secretary no later than march 15, 2022.
All terms will be for three years.
A candidate for commissioner may be nominated by petition bearing the signatures of five members in good standing with principal oﬃces in the circuit in which the election
will be held or by the candidate’s written declaration of candidacy. Nomination forms and/or declarations of candidacy
must be received by the secretary no later than 5:00 p.m. on
the last Friday in April (April 29, 2022).
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15th Judicial circuit, Place 3
23rd Judicial circuit, Place 3
25th Judicial circuit
26th Judicial circuit
28th Judicial circuit, Place1
32nd Judicial circuit
37th Judicial circuit
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Blazing the Trail:

Alabama’s First Black Lawyers

particularly their contributions during the civil rights struggle. But
those attorneys, just like the black
legal pioneers in recent decades
who rose to seats on the Alabama
Supreme Court, the federal bench,
and at the helm of the Alabama
Bar, stood on the shoulders of giants. Yet, despite their historical
significance, the stories of this
state’s trailblazing black lawyers
have gone largely untold. Even
purportedly comprehensive histories of the legal profession in Alabama have overlooked these
attorneys, who overcame incredible
adversity just to become lawyers

The

The history of black attorneys
in Alabama is a rich one,

and whose lives were endangered
simply by their choice of occupation. This article hopes to fill this
void in scholarship by shining a
light on this chapter in history.
Black attorney candidates encountered difficulties entering the
legal profession, even though standards were notoriously low. With
formal legal education a rarity
through much of the 19th century,
most aspiring lawyers (white or
black) “read the law” in the offices
of an established member of the
bar. Beginning in 1819, lawyers
wishing to practice before the state
supreme court were required to
stand for an unspecified examination, and just two years later, the
legislature enacted a law that “any
two” circuit judges could license a
candidate to practice in the circuit

Alabama Lawyer

By John G. Browning
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or county courts.1 By 1852, the Alas a seaman, and ultimately as an
tionalist. He also became active in
abama Code allowed any circuit or
equal rights activist. After the
politics, serving as a delegate to the
chancery judge to issue licenses to
Civil War broke out, Carraway
Alabama Constitutional Convenpractice in trial courts.2 This code
volunteered for the Fifty-Fourth
tion in 1867,8 as a Mobile alderman
also specified that attorney candiMassachusetts Regiment (later imin 1868, and as a member of the
dates must be white men, aged 21
mortalized in the movie “Glory”).
Alabama House during the 1868
years or older, who would adhere
While his service was brief due to
and 1869–1970 sessions.9 But early
to certain ethical obligations to be
health issues, Carraway was credin 1870, word had begun to spread
honest in court, be courteous to
ited with writing a popular song
that Carraway had added a new
opponents, and be friendly
title–attorney. As an article
to the “cause of the dein the Chicago Legal News
fenseless or oppressed.”3
described it, Carraway was
Practically speaking, adadmitted before Judge
mission requirements reJames Q. Smith in the Cirmained what one scholar
cuit Court of Montgomery
has described as “indulCounty, on the motion of
gent,” yet as late as 1867,
county solicitor John G.
the Alabama Code still
Stokes.10 The paper called
limited eligibility to
it “the first instance of the
“[a]ny white male.”4 In
admission of a person of
1879, a report given to the
color to the Bar of Alafledgling Alabama State
bama,” noting that while
Bar by its Standing Comthe attorney admission
mittee on Legal Education
statute still excluded anyand Admission to the Bar
one who wasn’t a white
expressed concern that the
male, Judge Smith had destate’s trial judges historiclared that provision to be
cally licensed a number of
in conflict with federal law
“persons so little prepared
and expressed “astonishfor the discharge of proment that such a law
5
fessional duties.”
should be permitted to reAnswering the question
main unrepealed until the
of who the state’s first
present time.”11 Calling
black lawyer was requires
Carraway “one of the most
untangling some of hisintelligent colored men in
tory’s mysterious threads.
Alabama,” the journal preOne possible candidate is
dicted for him “a career of
John Carraway, whose life
usefulness as a member of
A page from the graduation program for Howard University
story seems fashioned by a
the legal profession.”12
Law School’s inaugural graduating classes (1871 and 1872
Hollywood screenwriter.
But others cast doubt on
combined), reflecting Moses Moore’s name
Born enslaved in New
Carraway’s admission. A
inspired by his service, “Colored
Bern, North Carolina to white
Montgomery attorney named
Volunteers,” which told black solplanter Charles Carraway and an
Hamilton McIntyre published a letdiers to “never mind the past,
unidentified slave mother, Carter to the editor in the Montgomery
we’ve had a hard road to travel but
raway was purportedly freed under
Advertiser disputing Carraway’s
our time is come at last.”7
the terms of his father’s will, but
admission, citing his “total ignoWith the war’s end, Carraway
freed himself in the early 1850s in
rance of the law and the English
moved to Mobile to live with his
fear of the manumission being
language.”13 Carraway himself
mother, and he became the assischallenged by white relatives.6 Esdidn’t help matters in a rambling,
caping to Brooklyn, New York,
tant editor of a newspaper for the
defensive letter of his own to the
Carraway worked as a tailor, then
black community, the Mobile NaAdvertiser, claiming to have been
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But a far more
compelling case
can be made for
Moses Wensleydale
Moore, who was
admitted in Mobile
in 1871.
a series of forensic exercises and a
dissertation prior to graduation. Because all six students in the first
class worked full- time, classes were
held during the evening at the home
and offices of faculty (the school
didn’t have classrooms right away at
Howard).17
Moore and his fellow law students learned important lessons,
not just about doctrine but also
about the hostile environment they
would face as pioneering black
lawyers. One professor, Albert
Gallatin Riddle, cautioned the students to avoid small towns, to be
prepared to hang out their own
shingles, and to anticipate hostile
juries. Most importantly, he admonished Moore and his fellow
students that they “must not only
equal the average white competitor; [they] must surpass them . . .
[for the] world has already decided that a colored man who is no
better than a white man is nobody
at all.”18 It was a reminder echoed
by the words of one black newspaper on the occasion of Howard

Law School’s first graduating
class; young men like Moore
would “go forth into the world . . .
to give to the false and hate-inspired charge of the black man’s
natural inferiority a living,
forcible, and effective denial.”19
Like the rest of his classmates,
Moore was first admitted to the
District of Columbia bar after graduating in early 1871. He then made
his way to Mobile, where he presented himself for examination for
admission to the Alabama bar. Circuit Judge John Elliott asked
Lyman Gibbons, a retired justice of
the Alabama Supreme Court, to test
the young Howard graduate. As the
Mobile Daily Register reported:
. . . [the] examination was
conducted in open court. A
great deal of interest was
manifested on the part of the
bar . . . from the fact of the
applicant’s color. He passed a
very satisfactory examination,
and an order was made by the
Court admitting him to the
bar. This is the first negro admitted to the bar in Mobile.20
Four months later, Moses Moore
was living in Selma. He sought
admission to practice before the
Alabama Supreme Court, and as
the minutes of the supreme court
reflect, Moore was admitted on
January 4, 1872. Moore’s sponsor
was Patrick Ragland, then serving
as the court’s marshal and librarian. The court’s record noted that
Moore was “of lawful age and of
good moral character” and that he
had been admitted to practice law
in the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia and pronounced
him fit to be “licensed as an attorney of law and solicitor in
Chancery in all the courts of law
and equity in this state . . .”21 The
Montgomery Daily State Journal
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rigorous as any other law school,
with law students assigned treatises
like Blackstone’s Commentaries and
Kent’s Commentaries. All instructors used the lecture system, and
students were also required to participate in moot court and complete

The

ill when the original examination
was scheduled and that the entire
examining committee was not present. Nevertheless, Carraway maintained that Judge Smith “was
satisfied in regards to my qualifications and character,” and that he intended, upon beginning the practice
of law, “to let my clients, and the
public, judge whether I am totally
incompetent or not.”14
Unfortunately, just as nothing is
known about Carraway’s legal education, nothing is known about
whether his prediction for his
practice came true, since Carraway did not live much longer.
On April 20, 1871, the Montgomery Advertiser reprinted an announcement in the Mobile
Register of Carraway’s death. So,
was Carraway Alabama’s first
black lawyer? It seems doubtful.
But a far more compelling case
can be made for Moses Wensleydale Moore, who was admitted in
Mobile in 1871.
Moore was born on February 15,
1841 in Demerara, British Guiana
(today the nation of Guyana) and so
was a free man and citizen of the
United Kingdom.15 He was evidently educated, since he listed his
profession as schoolteacher when he
sailed from London to the United
States in 1867, arriving at the Port
of New York on October 19. While
his activities for the first 16 months
in the United States are a mystery,
we do know that Moore was among
the first students at Howard University School of Law when it opened
its doors in early 1869. The university itself was founded only two
years earlier to provide educational
opportunities for blacks. In 1868,
Howard hired John Mercer
Langston (one of the first black
lawyers in the country) as its inaugural law dean.16 Langston designed
a two-year curriculum that was as
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welcomed Moore’s admission as
initiating “an age of progress, [for]
ten years ago who would have believed that a Negro was capable of
learning the law sufficiently to
practice in the Supreme Court.”22
Little is known of Moore’s practice in Alabama. What the historical record does reveal is that by
June 12, 1879, Moses Moore was
married and living in Lowndes
County, Mississippi when government records indicate that he applied for a passport. And he
evidently made use of that passport; according to the New York
Globe, as of 1883, Moore was
working in Paris, France as an English professor at the Academe Polytechnique. What could compel
Moses Moore to leave his unique
and hard-won status as Alabama’s
first (and, for a time, only) black
lawyer? One can only speculate,
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although racially-motivated hostility is a likely reason. As one historian has observed, “Assaults
against black lawyers were prevalent in Alabama before 1895.”23
When A.A. Garner, a black lawyer
in Montgomery, defended Jesse C.
Duke – the editor of a black newspaper who had written an article
suggesting that white women were
attracted to black men – Garner
was given 24 hours to leave town.24
And when Thomas A. Harris, a
black lawyer admitted in Montgomery in 1890, later tried to start
a practice in Tuskegee, a white
mob shot him in the leg and
“chased . . . Harris out of the city
for establishing a law practice.”25
Harris’s assailants were never indicted, and Harris never again practiced in Tuskegee. Indeed, across
the South, as federal troops withdrew with the end of Reconstruction and as violence against blacks
escalated, many blacks (including
lawyers) fled for jurisdictions that
promised more tolerance and better
opportunity, such as Kansas and the
Oklahoma Territory.
In determining who followed
Moses Moore to become Alabama’s second black lawyer, once
again it’s necessary to separate the
elusive historical documentation
from embellished biographies. Several eminent historians credit one
of Alabama’s first black Congressmen, James T. Rapier, with admission to the Alabama bar in 1872,
just before his Congressional term
began. For example, J. Clay
Smith’s groundbreaking history of
black lawyers fleetingly states,
without documentation, that
“James Thomas Rapier, who had
read law, followed Moses W.
Moore to the Alabama bar around
1872.”26 And in his biographical
entry on Rapier in the Encyclopedia
of Alabama, Brett Derbes of

Auburn University claims that in
1857, Rapier “attended the University of Glasgow in Scotland and
Montreal College, where he studied
law and was admitted to the bar.”27
Yet there is no record in Alabama of Rapier’s having been admitted to practice – not at the trial
court level or before the Alabama
Supreme Court. As seen with
Moses Moore and John Carraway,
such an admission would have
been a novelty worthy of news
coverage. Even more tellingly,
Rapier’s biographer makes no
mention of Rapier’s gaining either
a legal education or admission to
the bar.28 In addition, historians
have erred before about Rapier;
one scholar claimed the future
Congressman was born to a white
planter father and an enslaved
mother, when in fact Rapier’s father, John, was a freedman and
prosperous barber while his
mother, Susan, had been born
free.29
If Rapier was indeed a lawyer,
then there is no evidence of his
practice in Alabama courts. What
we do know about James T. Rapier
is that he led an extraordinary life.
Born on November 13, 1837, in
Florence, Alabama, James and his
older brother, John, were sent in
1842 to live with their paternal
grandmother in Nashville, Tennessee. There he attended school,
and in 1853, James accompanied
his uncle to Buxton, Ontario – a
community founded by former
slaves who had escaped to Canada.
James attended the Buxton Mission School, studying classical
subjects like Latin and Greek. In
1856, Rapier earned a teaching degree in Toronto before purportedly
traveling to Scotland and later to
Montreal to study law. By 1861, he
was back teaching in Buxton (incidentally, the Buxton Museum’s
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biography of Rapier simply omits
After Harris, the next of Alaknowledge. This committee “reany reference to the law).30
bama’s early black lawyers was
ported favorable,” and Harris was
After moving back to the United
Samuel R. Lowery. Lowery was
admitted to the bar.32 The Alabama
States in 1864, Rapier settled in
Supreme Court minute books and
born in Tennessee December 8,
Nashville. Following brief stints as a
attorney rolls further reflect that,
1830, to a free Cherokee mother
journalist and cotton planter, he reupon the sponsorship of lawyer
named Ruth, and an enslaved black
turned home to Alabama in 1867
Benjamin Gardner, on January 10,
father, Peter Lowery. After his wife
and embarked upon a life as a
1874, Charles E. Harris was duly
died, Peter purchased his and
planter, labor organSamuel’s freedom in
izer of black share1849, and both father
croppers, and
and son became
politician. Rapier was
preachers with
a delegate to the AlaNashville’s Church
bama Constitutional
of Disciples. ConConvention in 1867,
cerned for their
ran unsuccessfully
safety after
for Alabama SecreNashville’s Decemtary of State in 1870,
ber 1856 race riot,
and was elected to
the Lowerys moved
the 43rd U.S. Conto Cincinnati, Ohio.
gress in 1872.31 He
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October 1867 ship’s manifest documenting Moses Moore’s arrival in the U.S.
(Photo courtesy Tim Lewis)

In 1875, Lowery and his family
moved to Huntsville, Alabama.
There, the transplanted lawyer was
admitted to the bar, but his energies
were focused more on business –
specifically the cultivation of silkworms. He started the Lowery
Industrial Academy and became a
leader in the silk manufacturing
field (at the 1884 World’s Fair, his
silk won first prize).35 In 1879,
Lowery also served as editor of the
National Freeman newspaper in
Huntsville. His biggest claim to
fame, however, came on February 2,
1880, when he became one of the
first black lawyers admitted to practice before the U.S. Supreme Court
–and certainly the first Southern
black lawyer to do so.36 Lowery
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died in 1900 in Loweryvale, a cooperative community he founded in
Jefferson County, near Birmingham.
Finally, the fourth black lawyer
admitted to practice in Alabama
was also its first black judge –
Roderick B. Thomas. Born free in
Knoxville, Tennessee on December 26, 1847, Thomas eventually
moved to Mobile. On April 16,
1867, Thomas was involved in a
“near-riot” when he attempted to
board a “white only” streetcar. The
incident brought Thomas to the attention of the city’s Radical Republican mayor, Gustavus Horton,
who appointed him to the police
force.37 Thomas later moved to
Selma, where he remained active
in Republican Party politics. On

March 22, 1870, he was elected
clerk of Dallas County’s newlycreated criminal court, and in
April 1873, Thomas won election
to the Selma City Council.38
Owing in part to his high political
profile, Thomas (who was admitted
to the Alabama bar on December
12, 1876) actually became a judge
before he became a lawyer. In late
1874, Judge George Craig, under
whom Thomas was serving as clerk
of the Dallas County Criminal
Court, was appointed to a vacant
circuit court bench. Roderick
Thomas was nominated to succeed
him, and both won by wide margins.
Dallas County Democrats were enraged and vowed to petition the legislature to abolish the court entirely
if Thomas did not step down.
Thomas refused, and the Democrats
made good on their threat. On February 4, 1875, the legislature did indeed abolish the court. Alabama’s
first black judge was out of a job,
after three months and one day.39
Adding insult to injury, just over
a year later, the Legislature established the city court of Selma—a
court with identical jurisdiction to
the recently-abolished court, but
with a judge to be appointed by the
Democratic governor instead of
chosen by the Republican-majority
voters of Dallas County. The
vendetta against Thomas continued
when, in early 1877, he found himself as a defendant in his former
court facing charges of professional
misconduct. He lost and was suspended from the practice of law but
prevailed on appeal to the Alabama
Supreme Court. On February 21,
1879, Thomas and other prominent
black leaders were indicted by a
Democratic grand jury on charges
of voter intimidation in a recent
election. Thomas decided to leave
the state, and relocated to Little
Rock, Arkansas.40
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The

In Arkansas, Thomas enjoyed
the success and professional respect that had eluded him in Alabama. For years, he had a
successful partnership with Mifflin Gibbs, who had served as
Arkansas’s first black judge.41
After his death of a heart attack on
November 16, 1887, Thomas was
honored by testimonials of the
Arkansas and Little Rock bars.
Even the Arkansas Supreme Court
adjourned in honor of his funeral,
and attorneys – white and black –
attended en masse.
Moses Moore and the handful of
other black lawyers who followed
overcame daunting odds and even
physical violence to forge a path
into the previously closed legal
profession. But with the end of Reconstruction and the advent of Jim
Crow, the trail they blazed became
harder to follow. By 1930, there
were only four black attorneys in
Alabama. And while the generation
of black lawyers who came of age
just before the civil rights struggle
of the 1950s and 1960s rightly deserve credit for the adversity they
overcame and the legacy they left
for today’s black attorneys,42 all too
often the title of “first” is bestowed
upon someone inaccurately.43
Alabama’s first black lawyers
deserve to be remembered, and
s
recognized.
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Keeping Your Firm Cyber-Safe:
Solutions Born of Experience
that if you have been attacked, it
happened in that moment. It is violating enough to imagine someone
breaking into your home, but I
want you to imagine it. This time
the criminal is not in your home for
seconds, minutes, or hours. This
time the criminal is in your home
for days, weeks, or months, stealing what is yours, stealing what is
your family’s, stealing what your
friends and neighbors left behind
and trusted you with, items for
which you feel responsible. These

The

It is a common misconception
that cyberattacks are instant,

criminals are in your home accumulating all the belongings they
can, and the only way you find out
they have been in your home is because they have now locked you
out. They have not only locked you
out, but they are forcing you to pay
to get back in. This is the reality of
many cybercrimes today.
Cybercrime is on the rise. The
FBI Cyber Division has seen a 400
percent increase in complaints
since Covid-19 began. There are
numerous reasons leading to an increase, but most of them involve
these cyber criminals capitalizing
on our human nature and the additional stress factors Covid-19 has
forced upon us. We want things
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By Heather L. Meadows
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fast. We want things easy. Good
grief, we just want to remember
what our password is! Colonial
Pipeline’s attack this past summer
is an excellent example of cyber
criminals capitalizing on just that –
our human nature and the pain
points of cyber security this pandemic has put additional pressure
on. The world has been forced even
more so into the digital age, and it
requires organizations to reflect on
whether they have taken the actions
needed to protect themselves.

and procedures you have in place
for when an employee is no longer
with the company, especially those
for deactivating and monitoring
their accounts within your network.
Overlooking such simple security
policies cost Colonial Pipeline millions of dollars.
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Security
That’s right –
the largest fuel Solutions Should
Be Proactive
pipeline in
Luckily, there are steps compaAmerica,
the
one
Cybercrime:
nies can take to be more proactive
security posture, steps that
Colonial Pipeline that caused fuel ineventheirsmall
companies can employ
now
to
close
gaps in their current
It was 5:00 a.m. on May 7, 2021
shortages
networks. As most sports fans
when a ransom note demanding
a good defense can be the
cryptocurrency appeared on a conthroughout the know:
best offense. Taking proactive
trol room computer at Colonial
now can save your comPipeline. It was immediately reeast coast, was measures
pany significantly in risk, freported to the operations supervisor,
shut down due to quency, and severity. Fighting the
and the company prepared for the
battle retroactively can have a critinext critical steps. By 6:10 a.m. that
one
compromised
cal
impact on your company’s fimorning, just one hour and 10 minnances and reputation. While
utes after this discovery, the entire
password.
nothing is foolproof; we now live in
pipeline was shut down. In its

nearly 60-year history, Colonial
Pipeline had never shut down the entirety of its gasoline pipeline. While steps to mitigate risk of the attack
were happening retroactively, what that supervisor
and Colonial Pipeline did not know at the time was
that the criminals had been in the system for more
than a month. The criminals got access to Colonial
Pipeline’s network on April 29, 2021, and they had
done so with just one single compromised password
on an inactive remote employee’s account. That’s
right – the largest fuel pipeline in America, the one
that caused fuel shortages throughout the East Coast,
was shut down due to one compromised password.
The Colonial Pipeline account that was accessed by
these cyber-attackers using a single compromised
password was done through a remote network account
– a remote network account that should have been
disabled prior to the attack because the employee was
no longer with the company. Consider what policies
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an age of not if but when you are
cyberattacked. The goal should be to be as proactive
as possible in planning for an attack.

Two-Factor Authentication

One of the biggest errors in Colonial Pipeline’s internet technology security, beyond not deactivating
the unused employee account, was the lack of twofactor authentication on their accounts. Two-factor
authentication works by adding an additional layer of
security to your accounts, whether that is your email,
financial, vendor, or social media accounts. Two-factor authentication requires additional login credentials
beyond just the username and password to gain account access. Getting that second credential requires
access to another device (most commonly a cell
phone) or another account (such as a different email
account). If two-factor authentication had been em-

ployed at Colonial Pipeline, it would have made it almost impossible for the cyber criminals to gain access
that day because they would have needed access to
the additional device or account. It is also important
to note that most cyber security insurance policies are
requiring two-factor authentication be implemented
on your network.

Dark Web Monitoring

Another preventative measure Colonial Pipeline
should have taken is using dark web monitoring. Dark
web monitoring is the process of searching for and
keeping track of personal information found and
leaked for sale on the online illegal marketplace. In
the wake of the Colonial Pipeline attack, it was discovered that the former employee
whose account was attacked had
their information exposed on the
dark web. This is something that is
all too common; it is estimated that
compromised passwords are responsible for 81 percent of hackingrelated breaches, with 48 percent of
workers using the same passwords
for dozens of their personal and
work accounts.
The dark web is how Colonial’s
Pipeline’s former employee’s credential information was most likely obtained. While no one company can
100 percent guarantee the ability to
monitor the dark web, this is a great
tool to strengthen your company’s
security posture and receive notifications if you or someone at your company has had their credentials shared
on the dark web. Think of this invaluable service as your canary in a
coal mine, letting you know there is
trouble ahead and to take proper
steps to protect your company.

Employees often use the same passwords for multiple
accounts. It is important to be aware of the dangers in
doing so. Enforcing password standards within your
network through an active directory can also save you
in the long run. Active directory, commonly referred
to as AD, is a database and set of services that connect users with the network resources that are needed
to do their job. The directory contains critical information about the work environment. This includes
what users and computers there are and who is allowed to do what. This also allows network administrators to set rules about complexity, length, and
expirations for user passwords. While no one likes
having to remember a new password, it is important
that simple policies like these are utilized across the
entire company. As evidenced by Colonial Pipeline, a
single unprotected password was all
that was needed to shut down the
whole company.

Password complexity, policy, and
education are also vitally important.

The

Password Best
Practices

useful knowledge they can use to
gain access to your network. Data
scraping is an approach that criminals use to cull information. In this
case it was publicly posted information on websites and social media
platforms. Data scraping is most
commonly used for this purpose of
web scraping and gathering valuable information from websites, but
there are other malicious ways it can
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in the wake of the
colonial Pipeline
Social Media
attack, it was
Vigilance
discovered that
An additional vulnerability we
create for ourselves is that of social
the former
media presence. We must be better
of our information, and
employee whose guardians
there is no better place to start than
your company and employees’ web
account was
and social media presence. While
attacked had their these are incredible tools for branding, promotion, marketing, and coninformation
nection, they are also unfortunately
resources for cyber crimiexposed on the excellent
nals to “scrape” information from
and create more targeted phishing
dark web.
attacks, allowing them to acquire
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be utilized. In its most basic state, it
refers to a technique in which a
computer program extracts data
from output generated from another
program. LinkedIn has been a
prime source for these criminals to
obtain information, though it should
be noted that such acts are against
the “Terms of Use Agreement.”

threats, etc.) or creating a sense of
urgency or fear. Some key steps in
avoiding becoming prey are:
• Do not trust unsolicited emails.
• Do not send any funds to people
who request them by email, especially not before checking with
leadership.

Security
Awareness
Training

• Do not click on unknown links in
email messages – If the email
has a link, stop and think!
• Configure your email client
properly.

It is also important to note that
these phishing attacks can occur
over various mediums (email, text,
social media, etc.) and that these
criminals do not hesitate to impersonate people or brands in doing so.
The most impersonated brands
today are Microsoft, Netflix, Facebook, FedEx, and Google, brands
everyone uses. Therefore, proactive
training is another requirement
being added to cyber security insurance policies. It is directly related
to the fact that 91 percent of the
breaches today are facilitated via
well-meaning employees just trying
to do their jobs. Knowledge and education are the foremost tools in the
frontline defense, and we need to be
more cognizant of the information
we are giving away freely.
I have seen firsthand how proactive training has saved companies
and employees from falling victim
to phishing campaigns. Phishing attacks are the most
common method that cybercriminals use to gain access
to an organization’s network. Phishing is the fraudulent
practice of sending emails purporting to be from reputable companies to induce individuals to reveal personal information, such as passwords and credit card
numbers. Scammers take advantage of human nature to
trick their target into falling for the scam by offering
some incentive (free stuff, a business opportunity,

• Install firewalls, and keep them
up to date.
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Knowledge and
education are the
foremost tools in
the frontline
defense, and we
need to be more
cognizant of the
information we
are giving away
freely.
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• Beware of email attachments.
Verify any unsolicited attachments with the alleged sender
(via phone or other medium) before opening it.
Prior to being ransomed for $4.4
Million, Colonial Pipeline had been
looking to assess their risk. This is
an excellent resource for verifying
your security posture and one if
they had made it sooner would have
cost them significantly less than
their ransom. Risk assessments
should be done regularly and proactively. Most risk assessments will
give you prioritized steps and outlines to better protect your company
and remediate risk. A good risk
assessment should include the
following:
• Assets – Data Type, Critical
Components, and Impact

• Vulnerabilities – Third-Party Access, Likelihood
of Exploit, Attack Vectors
• Remediation – In-Place Controls and Governance
• Risk Levels – Calculated Exposure, Current State,
and Future State

• Remote workers must have up-to-date companymandated security solutions on cell phones,
tablets, and laptops.
• Work devices are only for the authorized user and
for authorized uses. This means family use and unrelated work cannot be done on company-provided
devices.
• Strong home security on their networks and/or the
use of VPNs (Virtual Private Networks)
• If using video-teleconferencing, you should use a
platform that ensures meetings are private, either
with passwords or controlling access from a waiting
room. The platform should also provide end-to-end
encryption.
• Consider having the ability to remotely wipe devices in case they are lost or stolen. Mobile device
management platforms can perform most or all of
these services, allowing remote workers to continue to use their own devices while ensuring the
safety of company data.
Additional measures to take to layer your defense
against attacks include:
• Anti-virus – Designed to detect and destroy computer viruses
• Anti-malware – A type of software program created to protect information technology systems
and individual computers from malicious software, known as malware. Anti-malware programs
scan a computer system to prevent, detect, and remove malware.
• SPAM Filtering – Detects unsolicited, unwanted,
and virus-infected email, and stops it from getting
into email inboxes
• DNS Filtering – Blocking access to certain sites
for a specific purpose, often content-based filtering

Summary

We now live in a world where the threat of cyber
war is ever-present and a world that contains overseas
businesses dedicated to perpetrating cybercrimes.
These businesses have developed Ransomware as a
Service, which is now a viable option to criminals
that do not even have the technical savvy to infiltrate
a company’s network on their own. Ransomware as a
Service is a subscription-based model that enables affiliates to use already-developed ransomware tools to
execute ransomware attacks. Hackers develop these
products and then split the profits of the ransom with
the laymen executing these attacks. These laymen do
not need to know how to write a single line of code in
these pre-packaged solutions and can encrypt some
networks in as little as five minutes.
Ransomware as a Service is an adaptation of the
Software as a Service (SaaS) business model. Cybercrime has become a very profitable business. This development of Ransomware as a Service has created an
explosion in exploiting personal and business networks, as well as overseas countries creating safe
havens for cybercrime. These crimes have become so
pervasive and underhanded that even if you back up
your data and have a good recovery plan in place,
these criminals are threatening to leak it without payment. This gives you very little option but to be complicit when attacked. Taking even the smallest steps
of two-factor authentication or proactively training
your staff on the dangers of cybercrime can save you
s
from financial and reputational ruin.

Heather L. Meadows
Heather Meadows has 14 years’ experience
working for Dynamic Quest, an internet technology
company. She was a speaker at the 144th Alabama
State Bar meeting in Point Clear.
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While it has become unavoidable, working from
home can prove to be a risk to the company network.
Keeping good policies and governances for such work
is critical. Here are some things to keep in mind when
considering guidelines:

• Backing Up Data – Making a copy of computer
data taken and stored elsewhere so that it may be
used to restore the original

The

IT Governance Policies
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We’re Not in
Kansas Anymore –
Mediating Tips for Mediators and
Lawyers in the Land of Zoom
By R. Cooper Shattuck and H. Harold Stephens

The setting
And the
Technology
The amount of time and energy
that lawyers spend on their offices
(décor, furniture, art, etc.) varies
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and lawyers are no different.
Mediation is just one of the areas
in which our practices have been
significantly affected. While some
of the Covid-19 consequences
were temporary, the ability to
gather virtually or remotely is here
to stay. Dorothy was right: “We’re
not in Kansas anymore!”
We can debate whether it should
be, but the reality is Zoom and the
like are now a part of our lives. If
you have not already done so, you
or your client are likely going to
participate in a virtual mediation
soon.
This article is written by mediators for mediators and for lawyers

The

The Covid-19 pandemic has had a
profound impact on virtually everyone,

to offer guidance in conducting
and participating in an online mediation. The authors recognize that
not every case nor every participant is suitable for virtual mediation; some mediations need to be
done in person and sometimes you
just have to be there. But, if you
are planning or participating in a
mediation online, we hope you
will find the following tips and information helpful.
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widely. While we have the luxury
of devoting substantial resources
and attention to our physical setting, the same may not be true of
our virtual presence. If we are to
be effective virtually, then we
must devote time, energy, and attention to our virtual setting and
its technology demands.

Camera
The camera on your laptop or
built in to your monitor should be
fine if it was manufactured in the
last few years. If it is any older,
you may not be well-presented on
any virtual platform. Adding a
new camera with greater capabilities and, thus, a higher quality picture is easy and inexpensive. It
does not take an advanced engineering degree to install a new
camera. Most are “plug and play”
– you simply plug them into a
USB port and your computer does
the rest. Test your camera well in
advance of the mediation.

The
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microphone
Your microphone will have a
large impact on how you sound
and whether there are noticeable
gaps between when you start talking and when everyone else hears
you. Be sure to check your volume
prior to the mediation; you don’t
want to be so soft as to sound like
the Cowardly Lion. If you are
using a built-in microphone, you
may need to prep your surroundings to enhance its capabilities. A
cavernous setting or one with lots
of hard surfaces creates an echo
effect which quickly grows tiresome to listeners. Adding (off
camera) pillows, rugs, blankets,
and other soft goods will help absorb those echoes and greatly improve your sound.
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A separate microphone is helpful
as well. Like cameras and lights,
they are widely available and relatively inexpensive. Make sure that
you know your microphone’s
sweet spot and position yourself
accordingly. It also may be helpful
to wear ear buds or headphones
when participating in virtual mediations. Not only do you hear better, but your microphone does not
pick up extraneous noises from the
virtual meeting, which adds to
frustrating delays and disjointed
conversations. Worse, a bad microphone in a cavernous and echoprone setting using a computer’s
external speakers can result in
feedback – the virtual equivalent
of nails dragged down a chalkboard. Some headsets have builtin microphones which may be a
good alternative as well. Test your
microphone well in advance of the
mediation.

Lighting
Regardless of the quality of your
camera, if your lighting is inadequate, your image will suffer. You
must be well-lit. Your background
need not be. There are many supplemental lights that can be purchased rather inexpensively for
just this purpose. You can also use
a lamp without a shade but be
careful of throwing distracting
shadows or unwanted glare. You
do not want to appear as the Tin
Man. A light filter or a piece of
wax paper may soften an exposed
bulb enough to work. Make sure
that your supplemental light
source hits you straight on or a little higher than your face from relatively the same angle as your
camera. You should be lighter than
your background.

View
Once you have the right equipment and the proper setting, you
must next consider what people
will see when you appear. Optimally, your camera should be
straight in front of you and at eye
level or a little higher. That is the
most flattering and least distracting viewing angle. But they are
not just seeing you. Think about
your background. Virtual backgrounds are an option with most
video conference platforms, but
they grow tedious after a little
while. Your background should be
pleasant, not too busy, and certainly not distracting. Anything in
motion around you can be a distraction. You should be in the center of the screen taking up about
half of it, and the other one-quarter should be divided to either side
of you. If you have books or art
behind you, make sure that the titles or subject matter do not convey any unwanted themes or
notions or cause distractions. You
should not have a window which
allows light to enter making your
background lighter than you. Obviously, unmade beds, dirty
dishes, laundry, and other messes
should be avoided. Likewise, there
are lots of law firms with beautiful
conference rooms with video capabilities installed. Unfortunately,
these rarely provide a close
enough view of the participants to
be helpful in a mediation. If you
are not able to easily tell exactly
who is speaking, then that person
needs to sit closer to the camera.

internet Connections
Your internet connection and
speed are critical. Hard wires are
generally better than blue tooth or
wireless connections, but they are

not required. Generally, all participants – mediators, lawyers, and
parties – should be sure in advance
of the mediation that they have a
stable and secure internet connection. Be aware that the hotel wi-fi
or your local Starbucks are not secure connections. You are not the
Scarecrow; use your brain to ensure you have a good connection
in advance of the mediation.

becoming familiar with Zoom’s
functions, options, and limitations
before the mediation session (or
refamiliarizing yourself with
them) is critical to conveying a
professional image. There are
some useful video tutorials and
how-to guides available on
Zoom’s website.

If you are representing a party to
a mediation, review Zoom with
your client representatives ahead
of time. Do not just ask if they are
familiar – make sure that they are.
You might consider having a
preparation meeting with them virtually via Zoom to practice.

Potential distractions and
interruptions
Invariably, your neighbor will
crank up his leaf blower or chainsaw in the middle of your mediation. Though you cannot control
everything that could impact your
mediation, manage those potential
interruptions that you can prevent.
Interruptions by pets (such as Toto),
children, spouses, the dishwasher,
or the Roomba vacuum cleaner are
more likely controllable or preventable than your neighbor. While
most certainly understand that you
cannot prevent every potential distraction, what is cute during your
Zoom Happy Hour communicates
the wrong tone during a mediation.
An ounce of prevention saves a
pound of embarrassment.

The

While there are many different
virtual video conferences out
there, Zoom seems to be the most
commonly used right now. Apps
are available for using Zoom on
desktops, laptops, tablets, or
smartphones at https://zoom.us/
download. For mediators, you will
want to choose the Pro version of
Zoom. This version is well worth
the nominal cost and, unlike the
free version, will not automatically end in 40 minutes. Whether
you are a party or the mediator,
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Tips for the
mediator
Hosting a Zoom mediation is
much different than simply participating in one. As with the other elements of the mediation, you are
in charge of the process, including
the virtual parts. As the mediator,
you should be the host. You are
the Wizard (and not just in appearance only). That means you control the participants, whether they
can speak, whether they can share
a screen, where they are located,
and who is with them.

Prior to the mediation
Get everyone’s name and cell
phone number in advance. If there
is some technical issue or someone
gets disconnected during the mediation, the easiest and quickest way
to get in touch with them is to call
them directly or text them. Everyone should have their cell phones
readily available should that occur.

The Zoom invitation
Send the invitation to all participants as soon as the mediation has
been scheduled. Also consider
sending a reminder two or three
days prior to the mediation.

The
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Pre-mediation Conference
With the attorneys
As part of your standard operating procedure, you should have a
pre-mediation conference with the
attorneys. This is a great time to
learn the facts and issues at play in
the mediation, and it also helps ensure that the attorneys and their
clients are prepared to negotiate at
the outset.
In the Land of Zoom, a pre-mediation conference several days in
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advance of the mediation can be
quite useful. You can accomplish a
number of helpful items, such as
determining whether the attorney
is well-versed in using Zoom and
whether you are comfortable
doing so. You can also discuss
who is going to be present at the
virtual mediation. Will you have
everyone you need present by
Zoom? Will some participate only
by telephone?
Remember, Rule 10 of the Alabama Civil Court Mediation Rules
ensures that mediations are private. An alleged victim of domestic or family violence may have in
attendance at mediation a supportive person of their choice. In all
other cases, persons other than the
parties and their representative
may attend mediation sessions
only with the permission of the
parties and with the consent of the
mediator. The Zoom pre-mediation conference is a great opportunity to be sure that you and the
attorneys are comfortable with the
participants and the process. Finally, this is an ideal time to discuss with counsel whether any
prior settlement negotiations have
occurred and if there are any obstacles along the Yellow Brick
Road.

The Waiting room
Under your account Settings, enable Waiting Room. This means
that everyone who attempts to join
the meeting will have to be admitted by you as the host. This keeps
everyone from popping in at once.
Think of it as having a receptionist
who shows them to their individual
caucus conference room after they
arrive at your office. But remember,
they are not yet in their Zoom caucus rooms (that is explained in the

next section). By using the Waiting
Room, you will have to grant permission for each individual to enter
the mediation. Persons can enter
one party at a time and then be
moved to their respective caucus
room. If you want to have a joint
session with everyone at the beginning of the mediation, you can do
so while everyone is initially in the
Waiting Room or later by moving
each participant back to the Waiting
Room in a controlled fashion.

Breakout rooms
You also need to enable Breakout Rooms. That feature is located
in your Settings under In Meeting
(Advanced). Think of these Breakout Rooms as your individual caucus/conference rooms. You can
and should create these ahead of
time and name them (so there is
no confusion as to who is where).
Do not get cute with the room
names, as participants can see
them when they are invited to join
them. Simple and straightforward
names (“Plaintiff Smith’s Room”
or “Defendant Jones’s Room”) are
fine. It is a good idea to create an
extra caucus room in case you
need to meet with some other
combination of folks (such as just
the attorneys). The participants
cannot see all the different Breakout Rooms nor can they move
from one to another. You control
who is where and when. If someone disconnects, they will have to
call again and you will have to go
through the process of admitting
them into the Waiting Room and
allowing them to re-join their
Breakout Room. As the host, you
will be able to freely and easily
move between each of the breakout rooms just as you would between conference rooms.

screen sharing
In Settings under Meetings, you
can enable or disable Screen Sharing. You should know if you need
this after your initial phone conference with the attorneys. Regardless,
it is probably acceptable to enable
Screen Sharing for All Participants.
Even if it was not anticipated in advance, someone can share their
screen without making them a host.
You do not want to allow a party to
be a host or co-host.

messaging
Zoom has a Chat feature which
allows participants to send text
messages to each other through
the program while on a conference. Unless the lawyers and parties are frequent and sophisticated
users, it is likely best to disable
this function. While handy, it is
also easy to chat with unintended
recipients. Because you are in
charge of the mediation process as
the mediator (and responsible for
ensuring confidentiality), it is a
good idea to protect participants
from making such a mistake.

during the mediation
During the actual mediation,
there are a few things to keep in
mind in managing the process. Be
aware in a joint session that you
have the power to mute a participant. Do not be afraid to do so if

Tips for
lawyers and
Parties
screen sharing
If you are going to share your
screen during a mediation, practice in advance. Know exactly
what you are going to share, have
it ready, and know what it is going
to look like. You can share your
entire screen or simply one particular window (one program).

Controlling the View
It is best generally to use Gallery
View. This enables you to see
everyone in the room regardless of
whether they are speaking. Make
eye contact with your camera just
as you would make eye contact
with individuals when you are
speaking to them.

sounds/feedback
Keep your microphone muted
when you are not speaking, as this

helps the sound performance for
everyone participating. If two participants are located in the same
room, if one fails to mute when
the other is talking, feedback can
be a problem. Try not to speak
when someone else is speaking.
Doing so creates awkward moments of interruption and/or
silence.

Breakout rooms
Realize and appreciate that the
mediator may “pop” in at any
time. Be mindful and on the lookout. You do not have the benefit of
a knock warning. Think about
what is on your screen and what is
being said. Try to stay engaged
and keep your client engaged in
the process. Think about your negotiation strategy, changes to your
negotiation strategy, your next
moves, options for settlement,
your client’s interests, and all of
this from the other side’s perspective as well.

Lawyer in Person/Client by
Zoom
If you the attorney are going to
be physically present at the mediation, consider whether you wish to
have your client connected to the
mediator’s computer or simply
through your own laptop. The
more practical approach where the
lawyer is personally present for a
mediation is to use Zoom on the
lawyer’s laptop to communicate
with his or her client.

Join the mediation five
minutes in advance
Technical glitches occur for a
variety of reasons and at the worst
of times. It is always a good idea
to join the mediation session
around five minutes in advance.
This gives you and the mediator
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While you are in your Settings
in Zoom, you should also disable
the ability to record the meeting.
Go to the recording tab under your
Settings. Disable Local Recording
and Cloud Recording and Automatic Recording. Under Rule 12
of the Alabama Civil Court Mediation Rules, recordings of mediation sessions are not allowed.

someone is getting out of hand.
Again, be sure that everyone (parties included) has your cell phone
number as well so that they can
reach you in the event that they become disconnected. And be sure
that you have theirs so that you recognize their number if they call
you. Explain to the parties that you
cannot actually move them. They
have to accept your invitation to
move to a Breakout Room, for example. You cannot just move them
there. You also should ask who is in
the actual room where the participants are located (outside of camera
range) because you are responsible
for confidentiality and privacy.

The
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an opportunity to address and
hopefully resolve any technical
difficulties prior to the start of the
mediation.

When Technical Problems
Occur
When technical problems occur
(and they will), the first corrective
action to take is to simply sign out
(leave the meeting) and then sign
back in. You should advise your
client(s) of this approach as well.
For reasons which the authors cannot begin to understand or explain,
signing off and then re-joining the
meeting will resolve many technical problems. If this does not correct the problem, simply call the
mediator on his or her cell phone.

a Practice session with the
Client
In advance of the mediation,
arrange to do a Zoom practice session with your client. If the client is
very technology savvy and regularly
participates in Zoom meetings, this
may not be necessary. However,
those clients who are unfamiliar
with Zoom will find such a practice
session helpful and reassuring.

dress for success
During the Covid-19 pandemic,
casual Friday has spread to casual
Monday through Friday. For the
parties involved in a mediation, especially for individual plaintiffs, this
is their opportunity to have their
“day in court.” Attorneys who are
participating in a Zoom mediation
should, out of respect for the parties
and the process, dress as if they
were attending a live mediation.

The
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Many in the legal profession will
always prefer to have mediations
live and in-person for all participants. Indeed, the advantages of
spending time together in face-toface dialogue during a mediation
cannot be overstated. Many mediators and many attorneys prefer a
mediation which allows for personal
and direct interaction. Watching
someone on video is not the same as
watching them in person. The ability to meet and talk with people to
help them solve their legal dispute is
a wonderful opportunity for all involved. But, one of the lessons
learned through our most unfortunate experience with Covid-19 is
that mediations can be successfully
and effectively carried out online or
that at least some participants may

have to participate remotely. For
claims or corporate representatives
or for parties who are a long distance away, travel can be avoided,
and significant time and expense
saved through a Zoom mediation. A
scheduled flight late in the afternoon
or a long drive home are no longer
obstacles to cause a mediation’s premature conclusion.
The technology is now readily
available to enable lawyers and mediators to conduct effective virtual
mediations saving time and money
for everyone. Dorothy was right:
We’re not in Kansas anymore! s
R. Cooper Shattuck
Cooper Shattuck is a
practicing attorney (Cooper
Shattuck LLC), active neutral (mediator and arbitrator), the primary instructor
for Alabama Mediation
Training (teaching the 20-hour Civil Mediation Training and 40-hour Domestic
Mediation Training required for listing on
the state court mediator rosters), and
founding principal of Cartography Consulting LLC, a full-service marketing and
business consulting firm specializing in
lawyers and law firms.

H. Harold Stephens
Harold Stephens is a partner with Bradley Arant Boult
Cummings LLP. He is a charter member of the Alabama
Academy of Attorney Mediators and a member of the National Association of Distinguished
Neutrals and the Panel of Neutrals for the
United States District Court for the Northern District of Alabama. Harold has mediated numerous disputes as well as handled a
variety of litigation. He served as chair of
the Alabama Supreme Court Commission
on Alternative Dispute Resolution and as a
member of the board of bar commissioners.

Using Breakout Rooms
4 There can be up to 50 Breakout Rooms per meeting, with up to 200 participants per breakout room.
4 Breakout Room participants have full audio, video
and screen share capabilities within their room.
4 Participants can request help from the Mediator
while in a Breakout Room.
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BREAKOUT ROOMS allow you to seamlessly
split your ZOOM mediation into separate virtual
rooms for private discussion among the parties. You
can also bring the parties back to the MAIN ROOM if
needed.
For Example, the MAIN ROOM can be considered a
CONFERENCE ROOM where all parties are together
before a mediation and where the Mediator can speak
to all parties at the same time. When it’s time to split
up the parties for private discussion, the Mediator can

start BREAKOUT ROOMS where the parties can talk
privately, much like sending the parties to individual
conference rooms for in-person mediations. The Mediator can join (and leave) any of the BREAKOUT
ROOMS as needed.

The
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enabling breakout rooms in your
meeting settings (first Time only)
The first time you schedule a mediation where you
will utilize breakout rooms, you will need to access
your Zoom account and enable a setting.
From a web browser, go to ZOOM.COM and
SIGN IN to your account. Click SETTINGS on the
left side, and scroll down to BREAKOUT ROOM.
Enable this setting, and check the box next to
ALLOW HOST TO ASSIGN:

launch breakout rooms from the
Host Controls During a meeting
Once the meeting starts, the meeting options are
presented on the main screen. Click MANAGE
PARTICIPANTS to view the attendees who have
joined the meeting.

Creating and assigning attendees to
breakout rooms During a meeting

Indicate the NUMBER of breakout rooms to create,
select to MANUALLY assign participants, then click
CREATE ROOMS:

Click RENAME to name the breakout rooms to
something meaningful (e.g. party name):

Select PARTICIPANT(S)’ NAME(S), and click
ASSIGN to assign each attendee to a breakout room:

The
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Once all attendees have been assigned to a breakout
room, click OPEN ALL ROOMS:
Click BREAKOUT ROOMS to assign attendees to
breakout rooms and to utilize the breakout room options:
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As the Mediator/Host, you can use the breakout
rooms options to JOIN a room, to BROADCAST a
message to all rooms, or to CLOSE ALL ROOMS
and bring all participants back to the main room:

Click the PLUS sign to create the number of Breakout
Rooms that are needed. To RENAME a room, select
the ROOM, then HOVER over the name, and click
the PENCIL icon:

If the mediation is complete, you can click END
MEETING to end the meeting and avoid bringing all
participants back to the main room.

Select a Breakout Room, and click in the ADD
PARTICIPANTS box to enter the EMAIL
ADDRESS of each person to assign to THAT room.
Hit the ENTER key after keying each email address.
When all email addresses have been entered for each
room, click SAVE:

Pre-assigning attendees to
breakout rooms before a meeting

The
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You can create and assign attendees to breakout
rooms when scheduling the meeting in the Zoom
WEBSITE or at any time before the meeting. If the
meeting is already scheduled, simply access the meeting
in your Zoom account in the MEETINGS section
and select EDIT.
Under MEETING OPTIONS, select ENABLE
JOIN BEFORE HOST and BREAKOUT ROOM
PRE-ASSIGN. Then click +CREATE ROOMS:
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For detailed bar exam statistics, visit
https://admissions.alabar.org/exam-statistics.

A L A B A M A

S TAT E

B A R

elizabeth Rose barnett
colton Trace bassett
elena lucia bauer
John-Paul baum
Gavin Antony baum-blake
sunaina bawa
holly christine beatty
Rachel Victoria Ann beaupre
Kaleb christian beck
Katherine screven bedwell
shelby beech
david Grey belcher
lana elizabeth bell
Weston Taylor bell
laura sayuri beltran
leslie Renee benjamin
Alice b. bennett
John benochi
Jonas mayer bensimon
Katheryn marie berlin
ivey elizabeth best
donnie Wayne bethel
Tasneem bham
Auna margaret bilbo
Johnathan e. billings
marky elizabeth bingham
Kalissa breann bishop
matthew larkin bishop
hattie bernice blackburn
Andrew conner blake
Robert Terrell blakesleay
erin Ann blalock
Jacqueline mary blanchard
Abigail martin blankenship
emily Faye blitzer
courtney Faith bobo
daniel dean bond
christopher bonnaig
mason Richard bonner
Ty Ramsey bordenkircher
Julie michelle borrelli
leigh margaret bostic
sean Alexander bostic-sealy
oscar cobb bostick, Jr.
Kevin marques boston
Nicholas Van bottoms
danny Gilchrist bounds, Jr.

charles J. bowen
Kevin darwin bowers
benjamin bowles
craig steven bowman
Jacob Arthur bradley
molly Rose brannan
Jeﬀerson lindley brannon
blake Norman brantley
sydney Kay brasfield
lauren christine brasher
Teresa marie bray
Greyson breal
William david breland
John Troupe brewer
douglas lee bridges
Katharine Nell brimmer
Jeﬀrey Walker brink
Anna broadaway
corey lamont brooks Pace
margaret mary brouder
henry ben brown, iii
Kasey Francine brown
monique Roshae brown
Nancy diane brown
Whitney morgan brown
margaret Rose browning
Jasmine brunson
mazie Rose bryant
Ashley marie buck
hai Tien Tran bui
Patrick Woodward burglass
Julia marie margaret
burke-haddad
William Vann burkett
Rodney lee burkey, ii
hunter michael burkhalter
Johari Ahmed burnette
Avery T. burns
William henry burress
ian christian burt
barry dale burton
bethany shannon butler
Jordan brett butler
Jordan larry butler
la Keisha Wright butler
catherine elizabeth buttrey
Talmadge butts

caron cecilia byrd
Rosemary catherine calcese
ethan hunter calhoun
Alexandra Joan calton
Nicholas Jordan calvin
Alana Kahili cammack
carson smith campbell
stephanie Joane campbell
Joseph cannizzo, Jr.
Tonjula carey
cliﬀord Alva carlson
michael Paul carlson
doryan holt carlton
Tia carnahan
barry dean carothers
matthew blake carruth
Alysha brooke carter
chance Russell carter
christopher Jacob carter
Nicole michelle carter
Alec cartwright
Alyse Anne casale
Ann Rooney caskey
Payton lee cato
chiquita laYvetta chandler
Robert Jackson chandler, iii
Jerome cochran chapman, iV
Tina michele chappell
eric Kum che
derek chen
Krystle cherie chichester
Travis chin
Andrei chira
daniel J chism
matthew Thor christianson
sally chung
Nolan scott clark
stephanie Akins-Gerler clark
hannah Jane clarke
Patrick Joseph clarke
James Nelson clayton
maggie Kathryn coan
caitlin elizabeth cobb
mary Parrish cobb
Alexander James coﬃn
Tiﬀany Ann colburn
William clifton coleman
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Tiwalola o. Abogunrin
Artay Abua-barnes
mikhaela Aniela Ackerman
channing dominique Adams
Ruby esmeralda Adams
samuel coye Adams
lauren catherine Aiyer
mariwan Al Jammoor
Ryeshia Alexandria Albright
Jonathan Robert Alden
Ashlee Yvette Alexander
Jack sims Alexander
charles chisolm Allenlundy
Toya moore Allison
danielle Nicole Allyn
Tyler Jordan Almeida
Alex Jackson Alred
Kenneth michael Altman
Folashade Ama olubunmi
Anderson
Kyle samuel Anderson
sarah Alexis Anderson
Rebecca leigh Andrechak
Nwabundo Anwah
emily madison Ard
laKedra Keaire Armstead
Annacarrol marie Arnold
chase Allen Arnold
mary Reeves Arthur
Klayten Asay
lauren elizabeth Ashley
muhammad Atif
emily ellen Atwell
Johnathan Fitzgerald Austin
Robert cornelious Autrey
stephanie henderson Avant
elizabeth Kirkland back
chase d. bahr
William Jackson baker
drew mountz baldwin
sarah Ann marie baldwin
Andrae Tremayne ballard
christopher Todd ballentine
Johnny lewis banks, iii
lindsey sara barber
Kyle Ray barlow-Williams
Joseph barnello, Jr.
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Aluko collins, sr.
Anastasiya collins
catherine spalding collins
debra Ann collins
ivy shanice collins-harris
isabella maria colombo
William maxwell compton
Jamie Anne connolly
Katie Tait copeland
sarah copeland
sydnee marie corello
Jennifer Rogers cox
Pennie Alaine cox
Kelsey marie crawley
Ricci Ann crites
Kathleen hope crook
brandon Reid croom
Andrew clay crowder
Joshua mitchell crownover
John Francis cuddy, sr.
darrius Warren culpepper
Anthony Jared culver
madison leigh cumby
James Tyler cunningham
martin horst cunningham, Jr.
Tara martin cunningham
James bradford currier, Jr.
Jenna dakroub
Kelly Jean damiano
Roderick Van daniel
Kevin Ryan dardard
Reed cochran darsey
maegan dasilva
suparna datta
Amy camille daugherty
sylvia ethel hall davenport
William delaRonde david
Rhys Nicholas davies
April horton davis
James Thomas davis
Rylee davis
scott hayes davis
Andrea michelle davison
lindsay summer dawson
mark Ryan day
Aiden chandler deAbreu-Reese
Amy harper deems
darko drage dejanovski
Janet shawn dumawal
dela merced
William delahay
Tiﬀany laura dell
charles delorey
luke christopher dendis
Jacob Wolfe denney
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Anna elizabeth dennis
Atticus William deProspo
david l. diab
mary elizabeth dial
malloray morgan diamond
Jaclyn combs diard
caleb michael dick
dylan michael diehl
Robert John diliberto
michelle diverio
Joley Nicole dixon
lydia caroleene hardee dobson
Katelyn dodd
Jordan doggett
ivannoel Gonzalez dollar
brian Wesley donald
James Russell douglass
david houston drake
daron michelle drew
mitchell stephen duckworth
chandler blythe duncan
Kevin bradley durick
Thomas Andrew durrett
Kent Asbury eadler
Jimmy Ray earley, Jr.
Andrew edge
Alison edgeworth
benjamin chase edwards
sarah elizabeth efird
cameron Wayne elkins
Kenneth Paul ellison
benjamin Nelson elrod
bethaney laVera Paige embry
shawn matthew engen
Rachel england
danielle esposito
Katarina Anderson essenmacher
megan esperanza everett
sara Jessica Farmer
laTisha Gotell Faulks
Kamairi s. Fayall
Phillip brenten Felts
Tamunotonte battle-Ax Fenny
dennis Virgil Ferguson
Justin matthew Ferris
William david Fields
Phillip earl Fikes
Kaelyn Ashley Fillingim
darby Taylor Rappuhn Findley
John earl Finklea
Katherine Grace Finnucan
Alexandria scarbrough Fisher
Truman Tracy Fitzgerald
maia Fleischman
Tollie suzanne Folmar

Foster Ford
Joshua caleb Ford
lacey Ann Ford
steven lee Ford
Raymond christopher Foushee
Ayanna denee Freeman
brooke-Anne Freeman
lindsey Ryan Fries
Nicholas david Frisella
Autumn lynn Fritsch
michael Fritz
blake Fromang
hugh samuel Gainer, Jr.
Karmen elise Gaines
Nikisha bharat Gala
stacey lawrence Gantt
Nicole diane Garai
Jeﬀrey bevan Garber
emily catherine Garner
Grace Ann Garner
carami Autumn Garrett
michael christopher Gatling
erin Verdell Gattis
Grayson Patrick Gause
Paul Gaylord, iii
Natalie Rose Gaynier
Thomas seldon Peter Geeker
michael Joseph George, iii
mia Gettenberg
Alexis chermaine Gibson
Alicia Renee Traylor Gilbert
mollie elizabeth Gillis
Jackson Graham Gilmore
William Parsons Gilmore
matthew George Giordano
John Alexander Gitta
luvell leigh Glanton, Jr.
leverius devon Glass
david lyon Glenn
James lloyd Golden, iii
Ryan stanley Golden
Anne miles Wilkerson Golson
Amy lorena Gonzalez
marc Austin Gonzalez
Richard blaine Goodwin
Kristin Jean Goulart
Peter louis Graceﬀa
Kathryn marie Grafton
Jillian lewis Graham
Joseph e. Graham, ii
landon marcus Graham
christian h. Gramm
laRhonda Kaychelle Grant
christopher michael Graves
Neal scott Gray

Grace Nicole Greco
sarah ellan Green
Trisha marie Green
Gregory scott Greenberg
hannah claire Greenhouse
stephania Greenwood
megan elizabeth Gremmels
christopher michael Griﬃn
odis hayden Griﬃn, iii
Tylynn Griﬃn
Alexa Griggs
Rashad Jamil Grimes
Kimberly Joanne Gubert
Peyton michael Guest
Ryan hendon Gunn
Karli brianne Guyther
George stephen haburey, iV
lejla hadzic
ellen Katherine hague
Jude halawi
Adrienne Wimberly hale
emily elizabeth hall
hirshel michael hall
Jarrod braddin hall
mallory sample hall
Rebecca Kay hall
Thomas bradley hall
Victor malone hamby, Jr.
hannah Jordan hammitte
Allison Nicole hanby
haley hancock
James Theodore hankins, iii
Tayler Glen hansford
sarah Amanda harden
Thomas hunter hardin
seth Vincent harding
Kristyn lorenza mae hardy
evan michael hargett
blake Wilfred harper, iV
christopher harper
dustin Taylor harper
Theresa lorraine harper
Gaines Robert harrell
devin caleb harrison
mary elizabeth harrison
Jeremy Paul harville
emily Ann haskew
Tierany b. hatcher
George hayek
steven douglas hazelwood
malcolm Allen head, iV
Alexandria celeste heard
david Adam hearne
elizabeth Grace hembree
sophia Ruth henager

Jay dustin King
Jennifer Twyman King
Johnny lee King
Nikia monique King
Taylor Nicole King-buerk
Yvette charmaine Kirchoﬀ
Alexander Randall Kirkland
catherine Gail Kirkland
Koby Jack Kirkland
Jayme Paige Kiszla
Kristin michelle Kizziah
catherine constance Kline
emily michele Klopf
Jonathan brandes Knighton
mallory claire Koger
Gregory Anthony Koory
James benjamin Kovakas
haley christine Kozuch
Garrett spencer Kral
lydia Jane Kucera
Alex mcKenzie laGanke
lydia marie lake
Kiran lakha
William chadwick lamar, Jr.
michael ethan lambert
Wilson murray landers
meghan Alexandra lang
stuart hartley lang
summer Raine lange
charles Alan langley, Jr.
Jordan Anthony laPorta
Jill cernok larrabee
Nicki lawsen
brandon michael lawson
Ryli Wallace leader
Robert Justin leavell
seokwon lee
Tae-seung lee
mariah Peirce leﬃngwell
Rachel Jane leigh
candace Nicole lemier
Jordan Richard lenard
John campbell lentine
Kenneth leonor
Guy edward lescault
ikea camilla lewis
latoria Renise lewis
Tomiya sada lewis
emily Virginia light
shayna shalom lightfoot
hannah Grace lindsley
bret leland linley
Amy michal little
blakely lorraine lloyd
Kaylee Rebecca logeston

Alaina Victoria lomax
John mark long
susan Knight long
Gabriel Thomas lopez low
Whitney Paige lott
michelle louis
erika diane lowe
Kayarda Kemiel lowe
courtney elizabeth lowery
stephen Paul lowman
connor Vail lunney
Jordan Tanner lusk
carmen cantrell macKay
Alexander Viktor makarenko
darya makarenko
William Felze malaver-Ruiz
Jennifer lynn malec
Princess Gabrielle manasseh
Allyson Rae mancuso
Aaron matthew mann
deborah Ann mann
engha markus
stephanie Ann marrero
Thomas Gregory marshall
dylan Thomas martin
Gordon Tucker martin
Kristin martin
Ramon martin
John Vincent martine, Jr.
Frank mascola
catherine carlisle masingill
brooks mason
elizabeth hosmer mason
Kimberly brooke massey
corey mark masuca
Ashley briana matchett
charles christopher matranga
la’Keshia Fowler matthews
Robert irwin mayeri
emily Victoria mayers-Twist
bernard Rouzbeh mazaheri
John c. mcAbee
sarah crile mcbrayer
Robert Warren mccallum, iii
Kara Nicole mccord
christopher michael mccrane
crawford James mccullers
sofia Veronica mcdonald
martin Patrick mcdowell
Katie mcentyre
John lars mcGivaren
charles mitchell mcGuﬀey
lillie Walker mcintyre
emily Katherine mcKee
lolitha Keyanna mcKinney
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hiroyuki inagaki
ivan ellis ingram
Jaquon edmar irby
Kierra Rumph irby
courtney leigh irelan
cheryl may ivery
Ashley Nicole ivey
Jacob daniel Jackson
Nathan Nickolas Jackson
Tatum leigh Jackson
QuiAndria Jacquelynne’ James
Raymond A. James
marissa h. Jamieson
William Wilde January, Vi
Ralston darnell Jarrett, Jr.
Joseph daniel Jasper
Gabriell m. Jeﬀreys
dayoon Jeong
Aaron Albert John
brandon Fontenot Johnson
brennan bownes Johnson
Nelson craig Johnson
stephanie Anne Johnson
Taylor Austin Johnson
William charles Johnson
James daniel Johnstone
chenelle marie Jones
henry Ryan Jones
Joanna leigh Jones
Kreg michael Jones
Nickolas James Jones
William Jacob Jones
damond Jorney
John Kwangho Jung
Nathan Robert Jurgensen
morgan catherine Kain
James Robert Kamensky
demetra Annette Kampakis
daniel Justin Kator
Rebecca holden Keene
John Gerrad Keir
Joseph Whitaker Kelly
mary claire Kelly
chelsea Kendrick
irisa Raquel Kennedy
laTracyenne Kennisha
Kennie-miller
danielle Kerem
Joseph bernard Kerstiens
houston Willis Kessler
hany Asham Khalil
Frederick William Killion, iV
marcus Nakjoon Kim
clarence Arthur King
Gavin Floyd King

The

catherine lee henderson
laura Ann henderson-courtney
davis brock hendon
bradford hendrickson
stone hendrickson
Kemal erkam hepsen
connor Wilson herfurth
Andrew michael herren
Joseph drew hertel
Tiﬀany c. hice
marilyn higdon
sarah Rebecca hildebrand
hope T’shay hill
olivia hope hill
earl hilliard, Jr.
madeline st. clair hillsmith
Joseph hayden hillyer, Jr.
James barnes hilyer
edward Thomas hines, Jr.
Alea Victoria hipes
steven chauncey hippolyte
elizabeth Ramey hobbs
samuel Francis hobbs
lillie Amilea hobson
Trayce Alexa hockstad
savannah Kay holaday
Jacob William holliday
daniel Whitfield holmes
William Jeﬀrey honea, sr.
John Joseph hopkins, iii
sophia leigh hoppock
stewart West hornor
charles Francis horton, iii
courtney lynn lovelace horton
david carl horton
courtney lashawn howard
desmond douglas howard, iii
evan matthew howard
maya christian hoyt
Patrick Glenn hubauer
Roselyn Jean hudson
Zachary schriner huey
Jesse Glen hardin hufstedler
benton connell hughes
darian Jamal hughes
sarah Ann hughes
cole Robert huizinga
delaney lynn humphrey
Robert lawrence humphrey, iii
Katie Ashlen humphries
Jaimee elizabeth hunter
Jessica Ann hunter
Kim-Quyen Thi huynh
Ariane michele ice
Tamara Yousef imam
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melissa mcKinney
micah Jamal mcKinney
Nicholas Rodman-Wayne
mcKinney
shalyn smith mcKitt
stephen Phillip mcKitt
Anna leigh mclemore
collier elizabeth mcleod
caroline durfeld mcleroy
isaac Paul mcmahan
Robert burns mcNeill, ii
lauren Pauline mcNelley
meredith dyer mcPhail
mcKenzie Taylor meade
ian campbell meadows
Tiﬀany Gayle means
christopher eddins meigs
Anne marsha mellen
charles cooper martin melvin
Nehal mendell
hedda blix mercado
blair mcintyre mercer
stephen Paul mercer
brandy leigh merrifield
brooke layton messina
Justin metheny
William slade methvin
lori branyan metrock
Jeremy meyers
delphine meylan
Nory dianne Ronquillo miano
Justin Wayne michael
William Judson miller
catherine elizabeth milling
elise Nicole mimms
Allison michelle mims
Valerie lenise mims
laTonya sheree mines
James Anthony minter, iV
catherine Ann mitchell
Joe Wiley lewis mitchell
Theodore Fuller mitchell
devin Kelley mock
Joanna malgorzata moczadlo
eric mogy
sonia marcela molina
christine monaco
charles William montz, Jr.
Allison moody
malea mccall moody
Albert moore, iV
dominique Jovan moore
elizabeth moore
sean Patrick moran
braden Travis morell
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Andrew A. morey
lauren Alexandra morina
shelby lynn morris
John owen morson
Angelina christine mort
Jacklyn dyan morton
Jesse Renee moses
daniel christopher moss
marsh denzell moton
Jonathan chuck-bon moy
Nasrin Akhter moznu
Jon-Kaden Gutherie mullen
haley elise muncher
Alexander edward munderloh
James Adam Ray muns
heather elizabeth murphy
michael Wendell mutek
Jerad daniel myers
Georgia lee Nackley
emil Richard Nardone, ii
Graham Randolph Neeley
Justice Quinshae Neloms
William Jacob Nelson
xavier Terrell Nelson
scott marshall Nesmith
beryl Newchurch
david scott Newman
michael lamont Nichols
catherine marie Niolet
Reed bailey Norris, Jr.
Jasmin Adrianne Nunez
benjamin s. Nye
Thomas carter o’brien
Trenton James o’malley
benjamin obomanu
Kayla Kendrick odom
Joey Nana ofori
Kerrie m. ogden
mark ogren
ifeanyichukwu steven ojobor
Jackson olsen
Arthur chikadibia osueke
Victoria elizabeth othon
brandi mechelle overstreet
christopher Randall owens
leyla campbell Padgett
Pantelis spiros Paliura
david Kirkwood Palmer, Jr.
Joseph Anthony Palumbo, iii
samuel dean Pannell
dwayne Andrew Parham
caroline Faith Parish
emily estelle Parish
eun Joong Park
iyeshia chennell Parks

shundra carter Parks
brian hall Paterson, Jr.
Patrick Patnode
Tyler Patrick
Peyton elizabeth Patterson
Nicholas charles Patti
Jacob Knight Payne
madison Victoria Peace
Nicolas howard Peck
Terry henderson Peden, Jr.
michael James Pee, Jr
douglas Albert Peebles
Jillian elizabeth Peek
olivia Primrose Pence
caroline crowley Pennington
hugo Pereira serri de castro
Zacheriah Tyer Permenter
Rasohn matthew delaurean Perry
Ashley lynne Peskoe
Tara Thomas Peterman
hunter Phares
Fallyn Allandra Pharr
carson shepherd Phillips
John Francis Phillips
lindsey Phillips
donald bradley Phipps
dominique Nicole Photos
Anthony daniel Pickett
elizabeth stapleton Pilcher
Taylor Anne Pilger
blanca marisol Pilgrim
Georgianna marie Pisano Goetz
scheherazade Pittman
sarah Anne Plassenthal
Jonathan hunter Plott
Anne elisabeth Poe
Taylor slate Poe
emily clarice Pollock
caroline may Poor
Adetola Popoola
Kymberly dawnique Porter
michael cliﬀord Portner
Franklin dawn Posey
Ann campbell Potter chapman
lane Powell
Nancy leigh Powell
Thomas John Prescott
Alexandra olivia Priester
Jason Allen Proctor
Jonathan bradford Prosch
shelby lynne Pruitt
Gillian Purser
ellie Putman
Jaz sarriera Pylant
brooke elizabeth Qualls

Gabriel Jonathan Quistorﬀ
elizabeth Ashley Raco
emily michele Raines
maya Gyan Rajaratnam
sarah Ray
mary cameron Raybon
Jackson montgomery Reagan
Robert benjamin Reardon
Grant evans Reese
Ryan Patrick Regan
christian Joshua Region
Katherine Fuller Register
christy dawn Reid
Alexander dixon Revell
Thurston howard Reynolds, iii
James Francis Ribley, Jr.
herbert Rice, iii
heather lynn Richard
hogan crawford Ricks
emily marie Riddle
Garrett Temple Rigby
Timothy Kyle Roark
Philip Johnathan Roberson
Amy lynette Robertson
James Alexander Robertson
mark Wayne Robertson
Andrew Warren Rock
Joshua Rodriguez
Rita concepcion Rodriguez
sara delene Rogan
Adrian Thomas Rogers
Jeﬀrey Griﬃn Rogers
marilia Rosa de oliveira lara
Richard Rosario
Kirk Anthony Rose
Tara lynn Rose
sirena marie Rowland
matthew Aaron Rowley
sabrina bosarge Ruﬃn
matthew William Russ
manning Todd Russell, Jr.
Riva Noni Ryan
sarah saber
somer Nicole salameh
Alexandra Victoria sallas
Anthony Paul samuels
Winifred Alicia samuels
subuola Tayibat sangodina
Geoﬀrey sansom
Taylor melissa sapp
steven James sarkees
sam sartipi
luke Willoby satterfield
William Jacob sauls
Richard Alvin savage, ii

Tyler Warren Thull
daniel Tiede
Randy brian Tingle, Jr.
Aaron Ray Tippetts, iii
cameron Ann Tipton
Tami Annette Todd
erica scott Tolbert
Andrew Thomas Toler
mark daniel Toppen
Kelley elizabeth Towne
Jennifer marie Townsend
Alexander Jordan Townsley
Andrew Traylor
Anthony louis Troyke
Janet lynn Troyke
hannah Trucks
Gerard lynn Truesdale
Gabriel Tucker
madison elizabeth Tucker
Andrew bennett Tuggle
Anna michele Tullar
Kimberly Joanna Turner
morgan melissa Turner
William dixon Tutt
Nicholas James Vail
lindsay erin Van Noy
sarahanne Young Vaughan
matthew christopher Vaughn
cruz Alan Vazquez
sophia carolina Vazquez
Arjun Vedmurthy
Angelica Velez
Kaemi Velez calderon
Ricardo e. Vielledent
susan Alicia Waddell
Jacob elias Nix Wade
lita melinda Waggoner
harrison carter Wagner
Amber la shay Walker
James murray Wallace, Jr.
Willie Frank Wallace, iii
Gregory Adam Wallach
Robert edwin Waller, iii
lauren hall Walsh
maxine Talya Walters
evan Allister Ward
Joshua Glen Ward
Joycelyn Ward
megan leigh Ware Fitzgerald
brianna Warner
Gwendel shannon Waters
Robert Akira Watson
Amanda Redfoot Wayne
howard William Weber
Tony Whaley

mary landon Whatley
Garrett White
mary Katherine White
Rosalind Garner White
Valerie Resch White
monica shanell Whiting
catherine Fenton Whitley
lauren Anne Wiggins
Kenneth lee Wilber
courtney elizabeth Willcox
Alyssa Rose Williams
bridgette laVon Williams
britney marsha Williams
clayton david Williams
Johnathan lowell Williams
Kirsten emily Williams
leFrante sherrell Williams
Russell Todd Williams
Zondra l. Williams
suntrease Wynique
Williams-maynard
hilary michele Williamson
Ryan Keith Willis
sharon Willis
brittany Ann Wilson
Thomas Alexander Wilson
Wynnora Wilson
Taylor Amanda Wilters
bridgette Windham
dominique Rochelle Winfrey
Joseph david Wirtes
daniel J Wisniewski
craig Richard Jattan Wood
stephen Keith Woodall
Allison Nicole Worrell
Alexandra elizabeth Worthy
Andrew hestand Wright
Virginia carol Wright
Kayla michelle Wunderlich
Nicholas Austin Wyatt
Katie lynn Yarboro
Robert Andrew Yarbro
Jarrunis lumumba Yates
sheridan Todd Yeary
shu lok charles Yim
edward scott Yoste, iii
Alyssa Abigail Young
blake ellen Young
christal Rae Young
christopher steven Youngpeter
chad Joseph Zito
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Justin lewis snyder
drew Astin sockwell
cheryl lynn solomine
Jessica sparhawk
Robert Paul sparkman
Philip Gavin speaks
Katie Gilbert spear
Frederick m spight, Jr
shanequa Trenae springer
Gabrielle Anne sprio
charles Averett stakely, V
chaz standage
Zachary daniel starr
mark Anthony staton
Timothy scott steele
benjamin Pleas stell
Jamie Thad stephens
billy evan stevenson, iii
omar stewart
shelley lovie stewart
shontel Patrice stewart
Aaron manuel stinson
Keisha laJune stokes-hough
William Anthony stoll
Nathaniel stotser
stephen craig stovall
stephanie Ann stradling
Jennifer marie studebaker
lue elton sullivan, sr.
mitchell James surface
Aaron Taylor sutherland
mattison Audrey sutton
Julia Ann swaﬀord
chelsea Grace swanson
Kyle Jeﬀrey sweatman
holly Ann szafran
michael Joseph Tafelski
david Richard Taggart
James Richard Talbott
Jean elizabeth Talbott
Georgios Kyriakou Tarasidis
malia danielle Tartt
Jackie blake Tate
landy Veron Tate
Thomas Jackson Tate, Jr.
Ashlee Goodman Taylor
dennis Jerome Tchir
brooke elizabeth Teal
maria Teresa Tello
sarah Tindle Telofski
Anna-claire Terry
Kelley lenore Terry
Trent Vincent Testa
bradford Wallace Thomas
brenton leigh Thompson

The

susan michele schaefer
Philip henry scharper, Jr.
lucy duncan scherﬀ
Joshua Gordon schiﬀer
michael Thomas schmitz
catherine Germaine schneider
holly Wallace schumpert
dylan Patrick scilabro
maurice Jeﬀerson scott, sr.
Teddy shannon scott
Gregory ian seaborne
benjamin matthew seiss
Wan Ji seong
catherine Nicole sergis
Terry leland sexton, Jr.
corey scott shapiro
mitri salman shatara
Jordan shelton
claire sherburne
Reave Wilson shewmake
emily celia shiever
sarah Katherine shiver
Victoria body shoots
christopher Randolph simmons
Jennifer Anne simon
Tyler Thomas sims
Thomas John sisco
hayden Glass sizemore
samantha lynne sizemore
Arber skendaj
Raymond Pinckney skinner, iii
scott A. sloss
Allison Joy slusher
maegan ingram smalley
Ahmad l. smith
Ashley smith
Austin Jerry smith
brenden lawrence smith
brian brady smith
brittany smith
charles cliﬀord smith
crystal Nicole smith
dorissa shelette smith
magdalene leigh smith
matthew William smith
Pate Garner smith
Patrick Ryan smith
Philip smith
Ryan stanley smith
Timothy lee smith, Jr.
Vannessa stuckey smith
margaret Wesley smithart
Tyler smoot
michael corban snider
Jacob lacolby snow
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John Anthony Lentine (1987) and
John Campbell Lentine (2021)
Father and admittee

The
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Daron M. Drew (2021),
Judge Deborah Hill (1979), and
Calvin David Biggers, Jr. (2006)
Admittee, aunt, and cousin

Robert Andrew Yarbro (2021)
and Robert Michael Yarbro (1995)
Admittee and father
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Kara McCord (2021) and
Ryan Duplechin (2017)
Admittee and fiancé

Joseph David Wirtes (2021) and
David G. Wirtes, Jr. (1985)
Admittee and father

Earl Hilliard, Jr. (2021), Judge Janine Hunt-Hilliard (1998),
Congressman Earl F. Hilliard (1968), and Alesia Hilliard-Smith (1993)
Admittee, wife, father, and sister

Johnny Lewis Banks, III (2021)
and Melody Banks (2018)
Admittee and mother

Alexandra Calton (2021) and
Walton B. Calton (1991)
Admittee and father

L AW Y E R S I N T H E FA M I LY

Ashley Nicole Ivey (2021) and
Nancy M. Kirby (2000)
Admittee and mother

Margaret Rose Browning (2020),
Katherine B. DeKeyser (2008), and
Richard E. Browning (1980)
Admittee, sister, and father

Barry Dale Burton (2020) and
Roger D. Burton (1978)
Admittee and father

Philip Gavin Speaks (2021), Francis William Speaks, III
(2012), Sarah Glass Speaks (2017), and Christopher
Gowan Speaks (1991)
Admittee, brother, sister-in-law, and uncle
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Caitlin Cobb (2021) and
Justice (ret.) Sue Bell Cobb (1981)
Admittee and mother

Robert Justin Leavell (2021), Barry C. Leavell (1966),
Laura B. Leavell (2000), and
William Dudley Motlow, Jr. (1980)
Admittee, father, wife, and uncle

The

Charles Matranga (2021),
Justice Sarah Stewart (1992), and
Judge Dominick Matranga (1965)
Admittee, aunt, and grandfather
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Christopher Eddins Meigs
(2020) and Walter R.S. Meigs
(1973)
Admittee and father

Tatum Jackson (2021) and K.
Stephen Jackson (1983)
Admittee and father

William Slade Methvin (2021)
and Tom Methvin (1988)
Admittee and father

Jessica Ann Hunter (2021) and
W. Wesley Causby (2013)
Admittee and cousin

Tiffany Gayle Means (2020) and
Tyrone C. Means (1977)
Admittee and father

Joe Wiley Lewis Mitchell (2021)
and Shannon Mitchell (1991)
Admittee and father

Andrew Clay Crowder (2021)
and Ellen Leonard (1987)
Admittee and aunt

Shelby Lynn Morris (2021) and
Cynthia R. Wright (1996)
Admittee and mother

Corey Masuca (2021) and
Wayman Powell, III (1996)
Admittee and uncle
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L AW Y E R S I N T H E FA M I LY

Anne Elisabeth Poe (2021), Taylor Slate Poe (2021), Beth Slate Poe (1983),
Cindy Slate Cook (1987), Shelly Slate Waters (1989), and Bill E. Cook (1977)
Sister-brother co-admittees, mother, aunts, and uncle

William David Breland (2021), Judge David J.
Breland (1978), and Judge Alex Brown (1976)
Admittee, father, and father-in-law

James Barnes Hilyer (2021) and
Elizabeth Barnes Hilyer (1988)
Admittee and mother

Chenelle Marie Jones (2021), Justin L. Jones
(2013), and Brittney Faith Hardison Jones (2014)
Admittee and cousins
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Jacob Elias Nix Wade (2021) and
Richard D.C. Nix (1997)
Admittee and father

The

LeFranté Williams (2020) and
Leotis Williams, Sr. (2003)
Admittee and father
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William Jacob Jones (2021) and
Rhon Jones (1990)
Admittee and father

Margaret Wesley Smithart (2020), Justin Hayes Nolen (2019),
Elizabeth Couey Smithart (1989), and Circuit Judge Burt Smithart (1989)
Admittee, fiancé, mother, and father

Karmen Elise Gaines (2020) and
Floyd D. Gaines (1992)
Admittee and father

McFERRIN
M E D I AT I O N

The
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C i v i l , P ro b a t e & Wo r k e r ' s C o m p e n s a t i o n M e d i a t i o n

Your client’s case is a serious matter.
Let me help.
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Contact Jim to schedule your mediation
(205) 910-8597 • jhmcferrin@gmail.com

Jim McFerrin

A b o U T

Please email announcements to

m e m b e R s ,

A m o N G

F i R m s

Will Hill Tankersley announces that
after 35 years in the practice of law and
at the age of 65, he is retiring to his farm
in Autauga county. he was a Balch &
Bingham lawyer for 32 years. before
practicing law, he was a soldier.

Among Firms
Balch & Bingham LLP announces
that John Banks, avery Burns, robert
Humphrey, and madison Tucker joined
the birmingham oﬃce.
Bradley arant Boult Cummings LLP
announces that J. Bradford Currier
joined the montgomery oﬃce as a
senior attorney and that mazie Bryant
joined the birmingham oﬃce as an
associate.
Burr & forman LLP announces that
Catherine Kirkland joined as a partner
in the mobile oﬃce.
Compton Jones dresher of birmingham announces that Hayes arendall
joined as counsel.
Cunningham Bounds LLC of mobile
announces that amanda H. Herren
joined as an associate.
dentons sirote announces that
nwando anwah, Kristin martin, and
John morson joined as associates in the
birmingham oﬃce.
fedEx Logistics, inc. of memphis
announces that michael E. gabel is
vice president of legal aﬀairs and
compliance.

The

About
members

fish nelson & Holden LLC of birmingham announces that Jim golden
joined as an associate.
gaines gault Hendrix PC announces
the association of Wilson Law PC. The
firm also announces that david m. Wilson
and marie T. Prine joined as partners,
devona J. segrest joined as of counsel,
and Jonathan B. metz joined as an
associate, all in the birmingham oﬃce.
galese & ingram PC of Trussville
announces that Crawford J. mcCullers
joined as an associate.
sandi Eubank gregory and Heather
fann announce the opening of gregory
fann Law LLC and that amanda C.
Lowndes and J.r. Thomas joined as
associates. oﬃces are at 201 oﬃce Park
dr., ste. 320, birmingham 35223. Phone
(205) 729-6685.
Kent mcPhail & associates LLC
announces that douglas a. Baymiller
joined the mobile oﬃce.
The montgomery County district
attorney’s Oﬃce announces that
Thurston H. reynolds, iii and ahmad
smith joined as deputy district
attorneys.
Ericka Powell and Kia scott
announce the opening of Powell &
scott LLC special Education Lawyers
at 6772 Taylor circle, montgomery
36117. Phone (334) 316-0123.
The shelby County Public
defender’s Oﬃce announces that
James r. Hepburn, Jared L. Bevis, and
marissa Jamieson joined as assistant
public defenders.
steptoe & Johnson PLLC of charleston,
WV announces that Christopher nahley
joined as a member.
s
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margaret.murphy@alabar.org.
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d i s c i P l i N A R Y

N o T i c e s

▲ Transfers to inactive status
▲ surrender of License
▲ disbarment
▲ suspension
▲ Public reprimands

Transfers to inactive status
• columbiana attorney William Thomas Harrison was transferred to inactive status,
eﬀective september 3, 2021, by order of the supreme court of Alabama. The
supreme court of Alabama entered its order based upon the september 3, 2021
order of Panel ii of the disciplinary board of the Alabama state bar in response to a
harrison’s petition filed with the oﬃce of General counsel requesting he be transferred to inactive status. [Rule 27(c), Pet. No. 2021-932]

The
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• birmingham attorney sidney James Hughes was transferred to inactive status, effective september 21, 2021, by order of the supreme court of Alabama. The
supreme court of Alabama entered its order based upon the september 27, 2021
order of Panel ii of the disciplinary board of the Alabama state bar in response to
hughes’s petition filed with the oﬃce of General counsel requesting he be transferred to inactive status. [Rule 27(c), Pet. No. 2021-968]

58 January 2022

• montgomery attorney samuel L. masdon, iii was transferred to inactive status, effective september 27, 2021, by order of the supreme court of Alabama. The
supreme court of Alabama entered its order based upon the september 27, 2021
order of Panel ii of the disciplinary board of the Alabama state bar in response to
masdon’s petition filed with the oﬃce of General counsel requesting he be transferred to inactive status. [Rule 27(c), Pet. No. 2021-977]
• horton attorney sarah alexander stephens was transferred to inactive status, effective september 3, 2021, by order of the supreme court of Alabama. The
supreme court of Alabama entered its order based upon the september 3, 2021
order of Panel ii of the disciplinary board of the Alabama state bar in response to
stephens’s petition filed with the oﬃce of General counsel requesting she be
transferred to inactive status. [Rule 27(c), Pet. No. 2021-930]

surrender of license Public Reprimands

• birmingham attorney Barry Wayne Walker was disbarred
from the practice of law in Alabama, eﬀective october 14,
2021. The supreme court of Alabama entered its order
based on the disciplinary board’s order, wherein Walker
was found guilty of violating the Alabama Rules of Professional conduct. in Asb No. 2019-1414, Walker was found
guilty of violating Rules 1.15 [safekeeping Property] and
8.4(d) and (g) [misconduct], Alabama Rules of Professional
conduct. in Asb No. 2019-1498, Walker was found guilty of
violating Rules 1.5(c) [Fees], 1.15 [safekeeping Property],
and 8.4(c), (d), and (g) [misconduct], Alabama Rules of Professional conduct. in both cases, Walker either failed to deposit settlement funds into his trust account and/or failed
to properly disperse settlement funds to the clients. [Asb
Nos. 2019-1414 and 2019-1498]

suspension
• oneonta attorney Harold Jerome Colley was suspended
from the practice of law in Alabama for 91 days, eﬀective
october 14, 2021. The supreme court of Alabama entered
its order based upon the disciplinary commission’s acceptance of colley’s conditional guilty plea, wherein colley
pled guilty to violating Rules 1.3 [diligence], 1.4 [communication], and 1.16 [declining or Terminating Representation], Alabama Rules of Professional conduct. because of
colley’s previous transfer to inactive status, in Asb Nos.
2010-1963, 2011-215, 2011-218, 2011-508, 2011-640,
2011-683, 2011-971, 2011-142, and Rule 27(c) 2010-1819,
colley was unable to perform legal work for which he had
been paid and failed to refund clients the unearned portion of the fees paid. [Asb Nos. 2010-1963, 2011-215, 2011218, 2011-508, 2011-640, 2011-683, 2011-971, 2011-142,
and Rule 27(c) 2010-1819]

• birmingham attorney derrick Kendall Collins received a
public reprimand without general publication on september 17, 2021 for violating Rule 3.5(c) [impartiality and
decorum of the Tribunal], Alabama Rules of Professional
conduct. The violation arose at a hearing wherein the presiding judge described collins’s behavior as mocking, belligerent, grandstanding, bullying, heavy-handed,
intimidating, and threatening. collins admitted frustration
and being loud. The presiding judge expressed she was
frightened, uncomfortable, and afraid of collins and his behavior at the hearing. moreover, she felt disrespected and
scared. Additionally, opposing counsel described collins’s
behavior as outrageous and very inappropriate. he stated
collins raised his voice a number of times, disrespected the
court, and threated to mandamus the judge if she ruled
against him. moreover, he stated the judge told collins his
behavior was highly inappropriate and he should not
speak to her in that manner. collins is also required to pay
any costs taxed against him pursuant to Rule 33, Alabama
Rules of disciplinary Procedure, including but not limited
to a $1,000 administrative fee. [Asb No. 2019-1396]
• on october 29, 2021, the disciplinary board of the Alabama state bar ordered Lawrence Buford Hammet, ii of
Nashville, Tennessee to receive reciprocal discipline of a
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disbarment

• Fultondale attorney Huel malone Carter received a public
reprimand with general publication for violating Rules
1.15(b) [safekeeping Property] and 8.4(g) [misconduct], Alabama Rules of Professional conduct. The pertinent facts
are in 2010 carter represented an individual as it pertained to a motorcycle accident. during the course of litigation, carter received two checks via hand delivery from
opposing counsel. one check was to satisfy a medicare
lien. carter continued negotiating with medicare and held
the check hoping medicare would agree to further reduce
its lien. The check ultimately went stale, and in 2017, a
debt collection agency sent a letter to carter’s client indicating they were collecting the medicare debt. due to
carter’s failure to deliver the check to medicare, his client’s
social security disability payments were later garnished in
an eﬀort to satisfy medicare’s lien. carter is also required
pay any costs taxed against him pursuant to Rule 33, Ala.
R. disc. P, including but not limited to a $1,000 administrative fee. [Asb No. 2016-1357]

The

• on september 22, 2021, the Alabama supreme court issued an order accepting the voluntary surrender of alfred
Quinton Booth’s license to practice law in Alabama, with
an eﬀective date of July 20, 2021. [Asb No. 2019-1141]
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public reprimand with general publication for violating
Rules 1.5, and 1.15, Alabama Rules of Professional conduct. The disciplinary board ordered that hammet receive
the identical discipline as that imposed by the supreme
court of Tennessee. hammet charged his client a clearly
excessive fee and improperly withdrew funds from his
trust account. [Rule 25(a) Pet. No. 2021-237]
• montgomery attorney Beverly Jean Howard was issued a
public reprimand with general publication on october 29,
2021 as ordered by the disciplinary commission of the Alabama state bar, for violating Rules 1.1 [competence], and
8.4(d) [misconduct], Alabama Rules of Professional conduct. in June 2020, howard notified dhR that her clients
were withdrawing from a safety plan that was previously
entered into where custody of their children would be
placed in custody of a relative. dhR filed a dependency
action regarding the children. Thereafter, the judge ordered the children be placed into protective custody.
howard filed a “Notice to the court” that informed the
court that her clients gave temporary and legal custody to
a relative and therefore could not release the children to
custody of dhR. howard failed to disclose the name of the
relative or provide any legal documentation that custody
of the children was now held by a relative. Under Alabama
law, “legal custody” of a child cannot be transferred absent
a court order. The client executed a “delegation of Powers”
under code of Alabama section 26-2A-7. howard, as an
experienced domestic relations attorney, should have
known that section 26-2A-27 does not transfer “legal custody of a child” and cannot be used to avoid the jurisdiction of the court in dependency proceedings. As such,
howard erred in notifying the court that “legal” custody of
the child had been transferred to another and failed to
properly advise the client that section 26-2A-27 could not
be used to avoid the court order placing the children in
protective custody. [Asb No. 2020-795]
• hamilton attorney Oliver frederick Wood received a
public reprimand with general publication for violating
Rules 1.1 [competence], 1.3 [diligence], 1.4(a) [communication], and 8.4(a), 8.4(d), and 8.4(g) [misconduct], Ala. R.
Prof. c. The pertinent facts are in November 2018 Wood
was hired to represent a husband in a divorce. The client
was unsure of his wife’s whereabouts, but mentioned she
was released from prison in 2011. Wood and his secretary
told the client he would serve his wife by publication. The
client checked the newspaper over the next several
weeks, but never saw the publication notice. during the

course of the representation, the client experienced diﬃculty communicating with Wood. Five days after the client
filed a bar complaint, and seven months after he was retained, Wood filed the divorce case. Wood did not attempt
service by publication until may 15, 2019. service was perfected by publication on may 29, 2019. on June 10, 2019,
Wood met with his client’s wife and had her sign a waiver
of service and an answer. The court records reflect that he
did not file these documents. in his response to the bar
complaint, Wood stated that the case was progressing,
that the divorce was now contested because of a property
dispute, and that the client was satisfied. however, his
client indicated he was anything but satisfied and that he
does not have any more money to retain a subsequent
lawyer. The client is still having trouble communicating

with Wood. The court record reflects nothing has been
done in the case since Wood filed the complaint and that
no answer or default judgment has been filed. With this
conduct Wood violated Rules 1.1, 1.3, 1.4(a), 8.4(a), 8.4(d),
and 8.4(g), Ala. R. Prof. c., by failing to provide competent
representation to his client, willfully neglecting a legal
matter entrusted to him, failing to keep his client reasonably informed about the status of his matter and promptly
complying with request for information, engaging in conduct that was prejudicial to the administration of justice,
and engaging in conduct that adversely reflects in his fitness to practice law. Wood is also required pay any costs
taxed against him pursuant to Rule 33, Ala. R. disc. P, including but not limited to a $1,000 administrative fee.
s
[Asb No. 2019-651]
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The council and membership of the Alabama law institute met on december 20,
2021. As a result of the meeting, a new slate of proposals is being put forward for
consideration in the 2022 legislative session.
These bills represent 3,700 hours of intense eﬀort by more than 122 lawyers who
are volunteering their time on drafting committees to improve the laws of our state.
We appreciate their eﬀorts.
Also deserving of our appreciation are the legislative members of our executive
committee who will work to see these eﬀorts through to enactment: Representative
mike Jones, senator Arthur orr, senator Rodger smitherman, Representative chris
england, and senator Will barfoot.
in addition to the new proposals, there were also a couple of bills carried over from
the 2021 session being presented again in 2022. The new bills for this session are:

The
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David A. Kimberley
Deputy Director
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Garnishment condemnation
Request Notification by Posting
several million dollars is currently being held up in circuit clerks’ accounts after
being withheld from wages by the employers of judgment debtors. however, our
state’s circuit clerks are often unable to send the monies along to all the businesses
successful in obtaining judgments against those who owe them money because of
an inability to get the defendant served for a second time with a garnishment condemnation notice. After five years, the clerk must send the money on to the county
commission, never to reach the business that is owed the money. some of the larger
counties are in very diﬃcult positions by individually holding in excess of one million
dollars in such funds at any given time.
As a result, the Ali proposes a notification by posting bill, limited in scope to posttrial garnishment condemnation motions. This bill proposes a very simple solution to
the often unlikely, if not impossible, second personal service (after initially having
been served with the lawsuit, many defendants have moved, quit their jobs, etc.).
The posting of the garnishment notice on the circuit clerk’s community-accessible
website and on a courthouse community-accessible bulletin board is a realistic approach

Assessing and properly characterizing the employment
status of marketplace contractors in relation to marketplace
platforms has been challenging, with important issues such
as benefits and tax liabilities at stake. The Gig economy drafting committee proposes this bill with an uncomplicated approach beneficial to marketplace platforms and contractors
alike. This bill provides a clear picture of responsibilities and
expectations.
The drafting committee examined the eﬀorts of other
states to address these challenges, and in conjunction with
the Alabama department of labor, adapted Kentucky’s approach for application in Alabama’s burgeoning marketplace
platform economy. Key provisions of the Alabama marketplace Platform/marketplace contractor classification Act are:
• Adds the definitions for marketplace platform and marketplace contractor to Ala. code section 25-4-10.
• excludes certain marketplace platforms/marketplace
contractors from the definition of employment in Ala.
code section 25-4-10.
• sets out iRs and department of labor adopted and approved criteria as benchmarks to enable someone to
clearly assess when a marketplace contractor would be
classified as an independent contractor in activities involving a marketplace platform.

The last major revisions to the Alabama Uniform Probate
code were made in 1983. The standing Trust committee has
now undertaken the daunting task of reviewing the Alabama Probate code in comparison to other states’ probate
laws, and the 2019 version of the Uniform law commission’s
Uniform Probate Act to determine if there are helpful upgrades that can be made. A project of such magnitude will
ultimately take one or two years.
during this process, former probate judge and current Alabama supreme court Justice mike bolin raised some concerns to the committee about pitfalls for practitioners he has
observed in his years on the bench and asked the committee
to examine those first. As a result, while the committee’s
work on comprehensive revisions to the Uniform Probate
code continues, the committee has targeted and addressed
a few areas where some immediate improvements/upgrades
can be made in the interim.
some examples are:
• specifically incorporates some of the definitions of Title
43 chapter 8 and some from the Uniform Act.
• All will contests will originate in probate court.
• No removal will be available in counties where the probate judge exercises equity jurisdiction concurrent with
that of the circuit court by virtue of a local act or Alabama
constitutional amendment specific to such county.
• Upon the filing by a party of a notification to remove, the
probate court clerk shall send the record to the circuit
court clerk.
• Any failure by the probate clerk to send the entire
record to the circuit clerk can be cured upon motion,
and will not be considered a jurisdictional defect.
• The removing party is required to provide the circuit
court with some specified information about the proceedings (parties, reason for removal, whether it will be
a full or partial removal, etc.)
• The circuit court may remand a removed matter to the
probate court (regardless of whether or not the probate
judge is required to be learned in the law, as is required
under current law).
• The court may consider taxation of costs in for improper
or vexatious removals.
• The removal of a will contest may not be made within
42 days of the first probate court trial setting without
leave of court.

Alabama Lawyer

Gig economy/
marketplace Platform

Uniform Probate code
Preliminary Revisions bill

The

calculated to provide a reasonable prospect of a defendant having a realistic opportunity to learn of the garnishment condemnation and his/her rights in that process. The bill addresses the
constitutional issues raised in cases about the information a defendant must have access to for the notification to be meaningful – such as being apprised of possible exemption
opportunities and the right to request a hearing on that issue.
Thirteen states, including Florida, Texas, and Virginia, now
have some form of service by posting. This bill is modeled
after michigan’s posting law and is appropriately limited in
scope, applying only to the post initial service, post-trial
stage of litigation. it makes no changes in the pre-judgment
requirements for the initial service of lawsuits.
it is important to keep in mind the defendants have already
been deprived of the money since it has been withheld from
their paycheck due to the judgment entered against them.
despite that, the defendant cannot get any credit on the
judgment since it is tied up in the circuit court account, unable to be paid to the creditor. so, this bill provides a way to
also benefit the defendant as well as the plaintiﬀ.
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Uniform Guardianship,
conservatorship, and
other Protective
Arrangements
The law institute proposes the first comprehensive revision
to Alabama’s Guardianship and conservatorship laws since
1987. This bill provides significant upgrades in due process and
other protections for any person subject to a guardianship,
conservatorship, or protective arrangement. it also expands
oversight and accountability for guardians and conservators.
While the Ulc’s 2017 UGcoPAA persons-centered draft
was the impetus for this project, the committee made many
adaptations to address Alabama’s somewhat unique situations and challenges. some of the innovations are as follows:
• discards the antiquated and/or obsolete terms or “ward”
and “protected person.”
• Adds a “bill of Rights” for persons subject to petitions
seeking a guardianship, conservatorship, or protective
arrangement.
• Provides an individual subject to guardianship or conservatorships meaningful notice of their rights and how
to assert those.
• increases the procedural due process of individuals subject to a guardianship, conservatorship, or other protective arrangement.
• establishes clear standards for court findings and requires those findings to be clearly articulated in the
court’s orders as to the need for any court action.
• Requires creation of person-centered plans by the
guardian or conservator that include involving the individuals subject to guardianships or conservatorships in
decisions to be made about their lives.

The
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• Provides for the filing of guardian/conservator plans.
• Facilitates compliance by guardians and conservators of
filed plans through periodic court monitoring.
• Gives more guidance to guardians and conservators, many
of whom are lay persons, on how to perform their duties.
• emphasizes and encourages the court’s application of a
least restrictive alternative by allowing the court to tailor
limited orders to address specific needs.
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• Provides for enhanced monitoring of guardianships/
conservatorships through court appointed visitors.
• establishes notification requirements of key hearings
and events to those naturally interested in the subject’s
condition (such as spouses, adult children, etc.).
• Assists the court’s response to any substantiated allegation of exploitation or misuse of assets by allowing the
court to restrict access to the subject and/or his/her
property when necessary.
• standardizes/harmonizes the age of majority threshold
with other state laws.
• Gives guidance to the court in matters involving allegations of a minor’s abuse.
• Provides guidance for those petitioning for guardianship
of a minor and to courts in determining the proper jurisdiction over the petition.
• enhances occasions where appointment of counsel for a
subject and/or a subject’s parents may be required.
• boosts the burden of proof required and also increases
parental due process for the establishment of a minor’s
guardianship, conservatorship, or protective arrangement where there are objections to the necessity of
such arrangement(s).
• clarifies and expands the information required to be
provided to the court and to all parties at the time of
petitioning the court for a guardianship, conservatorship, or protective arrangement.
• curtails wholesale removal of actions from probate
court to circuit court where the probate court exercises
the equity jurisdiction of a circuit court.
• integrates the Alabama Uniform Adult Guardianship
and Protective Proceeding Jurisdiction Act (now found
at Title 26, chapter 2b) into the UGcoPAA in order to
heighten awareness of the AUAGAPPJA’s basic jurisdiction provisions and the need to examine jurisdiction in
every action filed to appoint a guardian or conservator.
• Gives the probate court equal and concurrent jurisdiction with the circuit court for protective proceedings
that arise out of Title 38, chapter 9.
• Requires regular reporting of financial activities of a
guardian or conservator to the court, visitor, and designated interested persons.
• Requires notification to the court, visitor, and designated interested persons of any change of

Probate Judges’
Jurisdiction Revisions
The Alabama constitution lists the powers of the probate
court in Article Vi, section 144. That section sets out the general jurisdiction of the probate court and also provides probate courts shall have “such further jurisdiction as may be
provided by law.” Alabama code section 12-13-1 provides
that further jurisdiction.
despite this, appellate courts have had to address some
uncertainty about the extent of the probate court’s authority on name changes. Further, the state needs increased
court resources to deal with Adult Protective services and
elder abuse matters. A unique committee made up of circuit
judges, district judges, and probate judges was convened to
study the matter and proposes amending Ala. code section
12-13-1 in the three ways below.
First, the amendment will give probate judges concurrent
jurisdiction with circuit judges in Adult Protective services
cases. This work is in line with the type assessments probate
judges are already making. Also, these Adult Protective services matters require dhR oﬃcers to find judicial oﬃcers just
about any time of day. dhR having another resource available to address these issues will enhance judicial eﬃciency
and responsiveness.
second, the amendment will allow probate judges that
are attorneys to handle elder abuse cases. Again, this is a
natural extension of the work already being done by the
probate courts in guardianship, conservatorship, and other
protective proceedings matters. The limiting provision requiring appointment by the presiding circuit judge of attorney probate judges is necessary because the quasi-criminal
nature of the elder abuse statutes impacts upon due process
issues attorneys should assess.
Third, a recent case confirmed that, despite some previous
practices to the contrary, name-change authority of probate
courts is only for adult name changes. since name changes
are already routinely handled by probate courts, section 1213-1 specifying probate courts also have the ability to rule
on name change petitions for minors is appropriate, provided circuit courts maintain that authority where a domestic relations matter involving that minor is pending.

The business entities committee is in the process of a full
review of the entire business and Nonprofit entities code and
so will have more to put forward in the coming months. in
the interim, however, the committee proposes for the 2022
session a small change in the business and Nonprofit entities
code at section 10A-2A-6.04 (regarding fractional stock) so
that corporations would no longer issue scrip in registered or
bearer form. The proposed revisions also establish notice requirements for when scrip is issued or transferred.
These changes are necessary for consistency with current
Ala. code section 10A-2A-6.25, which provides that no stock
certificate may be issued in bearer form. The change also
conforms with the Alabama General Partnership law, the Alabama limited Partnership law, and the Alabama limited
liability company law and follows a national trend.
s
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• Requires a guardian to petition the court for the appointment of a conservator when holding property of
the subject exceeding $50,000.

Revision of Fractional
stock statute

The

residence/domicile of the person who is the subject to a
guardianship, conservatorship, or power of attorney.
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rECEnT CiViL dECisiOns
Wilson F. Green

Wilson F. Green is a partner with Fleenor
& Green LLP and practices in Tuscaloosa
and Birmingham. He is a summa cum
laude graduate of the University of Alabama School of Law and a former law
clerk to the Hon. Robert B. Propst, United
States District Court for the Northern
District of Alabama. From 2000-09, Green
served as adjunct professor at his alma
mater, where he taught courses in class
actions and complex litigation. He represents consumers and businesses in consumer and commercial litigation.

From the Alabama supreme
court
state immunity
Ex parte Cooper, no. 1200269 (ala. sept. 30, 2021)
director of AldoT was entitled to section 14 state immunity on claim that he
breached a duty to a motorist to maintain roadways in reasonably safe condition and
failed to follow general AldoT duties.

state agent immunity
Smith v. Alexander, no. 1200215 (ala. sept. 30, 2021)
dhR employees were entitled to state agent immunity in exercising discretion and
judgment in their making decisions concerning the handling of a dhR-supervised
minor who, after multiple violent incidents, was arrested and jailed, and during
whose custody the minor had confrontation with jail guards which eventually caused
catastrophic injury to minor. decision to leave minor in jail and to bail him out after
initial court date was discretionary and based on determination that minor could not
be safely transported solely by dhR personnel. dhR employee’s determination that
jail was not a “placement” was entitled to deference.

medical Liability; Punitive damages

The
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Marc A. Starrett

Marc A. Starrett is an assistant attorney
general for the State of Alabama and represents the state in criminal appeals and
habeas corpus in all state and federal
courts. He is a graduate of the University of
Alabama School of Law. Starrett served as
staff attorney to Justice Kenneth Ingram and
Justice Mark Kennedy on the Alabama
Supreme Court, and was engaged in civil
and criminal practice in Montgomery before
appointment to the Office of the Attorney
General. Among other cases for the office,
Starrett successfully prosecuted Bobby
Frank Cherry on appeal from his murder
convictions for the 1963 bombing of Birmingham’s Sixteenth Street Baptist Church.
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Bednarski v. Johnson, no. 1200183 (ala. sept. 30, 2021)
hope Johnson and her mother visited obGYN for birth-control pills. mother advised that she had experienced blood clots, and on blood testing of hope, it was determined that she had factor V leiden, a condition which contributes to clotting.
Nevertheless, obGYN prescribed hormonal birth control pills, which taken by someone with factor V increases the risk of clotting. Within two months, hope visited an
AUc clinic, complaining of shortness of breath, headaches, etc. she was diagnosed
with bronchitis by bednarski. she returned to AUc two days later with worsened conditions and was given an inhaler by dr. Willis at AUc. she died the next day of a blood
clot. hope’s estate sued AUc and the obGYN’s practice and doctor – the latter groups
settled. The trial court entered a judgment on jury verdict (as remitted) of $6.5 million. The supreme court aﬃrmed in a per curiam opinion of four justices, with chief
Justice Parker concurring almost entirely but separately. The holdings: (1) Plaintiﬀ
could not be deemed as a matter of law to have been aware that Willis treated hope
in the second visit, based on the medical records available before filing the complaint. even though the prescription for the inhaler listed Willis as the prescribing

rule 54(b)
Builder Systems, LLC v. Klamer, no. 1200433 (ala. sept.
30, 2021)
claims and counterclaims were too intertwined to support
Rule 54(b) certification of order disposing of the Klamers’ claims.

mandamus; recreational Use
Ex parte City of Gulf Shores, no. 1200366 (ala. sept. 30, 2021)
Plaintiﬀ sued city after being injured while walking on a
city-owned boardwalk. city sought summary judgment
based on recreational use statute, Ala. code § 35-15-1 et seq,
which circuit court denied. city petitioned for mandamus.
The supreme court denied the writ not on the merits, but on
the failure of the city to respond at summary judgment to
plaintiﬀ’s argument relying on a number of cases under
which plaintiﬀ contended the boardwalk in this case was a
“public way,” like a sidewalk, that the city has a duty to maintain regardless of the recreational-use statutes.

Jury Trial Waiver
Ex parte Taylor, no. 1200537 (ala. sept. 30, 2021)
Plurality decision; jury waiver in employee’s confidentiality
agreement with employer covered claims alleging sexual
and other harassment.
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physician, other records indicated that bednarski treated her
that day (which was incorrect). (2) Plaintiﬀ exercised reasonable diligence in attempting to ascertain Willis’s status and
identity as a potential defendant by seeking information
concerning him before expiration of the limitations period,
especially given defendants’ concession that defendants
themselves did not determine who treated hope on the second visit until after expiration of the limitations period. (3)
Amendment to complaint for negligent and wanton hiring
and supervision regarding the conduct of dr. Willis against
AUc related back to filing of original complaint against AUc,
as it was transactionally related and sought liability against
the same defendants as those originally sued based on the
same events, though under a diﬀerent theory of recovery. (4)
statements made during closing and evidence adduced at
trial did not improperly inject an unpleaded negligent hiring
claim into the case. (5) defendant waived any challenge to
qualification of plaintiﬀ’s expert witness. (6) Trial court’s remittitur of damages to $6.5 million was supported under the
Gore guideposts – the trial court’s conclusion that the conduct was reprehensible and was the result of a health-care
model which maximized profit was supported by the record,
and comparable cases did not render the award of damages
disproportionate to the conduct.
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appellate Jurisdiction; Post-arbitral
Proceedings
Wynlake Residential Assn v. Husley, no. 1200242 (ala. Oct.
22, 2021)
in the context of Rule 71b (for post-arbitral actions seeking to vacate an arbitration award upon which confirmation
is sought), when a Rule 59 motion is filed before the clerk’s
entry of the award as the judgment of the circuit court, the
Rule 59 motion quickens upon the entry of the judgment.
The quickening of the Rule 59 motion thus began the triggering of the 90-day period for the trial court to rule on the
Rule 59 motion, pursuant to Rule 59.1. on day 91, however,
the motion was denied by operation of law, which triggered
the 42-day time for appeal. The appeal in this case was filed
after the 42-day deadline, and thus there was no appellate
jurisdiction.

rule 54(b)
Alabama Ins. Und. Assn. v. Skinner, no. 1200132 (ala. Oct.
22, 2021)
Rule 54(b) certification was improper under the intertwining doctrine in action by insurer for a declaration of no coverage against co-insureds, where the trial court granted
summary judgment as to one insured but left pending the
claim as to the other insured.

Elections
Hiltz v. Bedwell, no. 1200217 (ala. Oct. 29, 2021)
contestee in election contest is not required to file its own
contest to oﬀer evidence of provisional ballots which should
have been counted for contestee.

Compulsory Counterclaims; separate Trials

The
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Ex parte McQueen, no. 1200594 (ala. Oct. 29, 2021)
Trial court abused its discretion in ordering separate trial
under Rule 42(b) of compulsory counterclaims. Trial court
made no finding that a consolidated trial would be prejudicial, or that judicial economy would be served, or that convenience of the parties would be served, with a separate
trial, as required by the rule.

Premises Liability; Open and Obvious
dangers; Visually-impaired Plaintiff
Owens v. Ganga Hospitality, LLC, no. 1200449 (ala. Oct.
29, 2021)
Plurality panel decision; in premises liability case, alleged
lack of illumination in a loading and unloading area of hotel,
which allegedly was an open and obvious danger, would not
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be evaluated from the standpoint of a blind or severely visually impaired plaintiﬀ but rather from the standpoint of a
reasonable person. Although plaintiﬀ appeared to argue existence of duty based on AdA standards, plaintiﬀ failed to
point to a specific AdA-based standard which was breached
and causally connected to the accident.

immunity
Ex parte Young, no. 1200184 (ala. Oct. 29, 2021)
Judicial immunity barred claims brought against circuit
judges by inmate, even one for injunctive relief brought under
42 U.s.c. § 1983, if it is against a judicial oﬃcer for actions
taken in the judicial capacity. construing a pro se complaint
liberally, the claims against a court reporter and clerk were for
records under the open Records Act, and that claim sought
relief for the performance of an administrative function and
not for actions requiring the exercise of discretionary functions. Therefore, immunity did not apply to that claim.

Contempt; Procedure
Ex parte SE Property Holdings, LLC, no. 1190814 (ala. nov.
5, 2021)
Trial court’s denial of a contempt motion is subject to direct
appeal, notwithstanding the otherwise limiting language of
Rule 70A(g), Ala. R. civ. P., where the contempt petition initiates an independent proceeding and is adjudicated as a final
judgment. Trial court’s denial of contempt petition without
holding a hearing, as required by Rule 70A(c)(2), was error.

default Judgments; Procedure
Ex parte Living By Faith Christian Church, no. 1190872
(ala. nov. 5, 2021)
Trial court is not required to hold a hearing on a motion
for default judgment brought under Rule 55(b)(2), after a
party has appeared in the action.

Public Education Employees; Constitutional
Law
Bronner v. Barlow, no. 1200570 (ala. nov. 19, 2021)
Plurality opinion; the court reversed the trial court’s grant of
summary judgment to certified class of public employees in
claim under 42 U.s.c. § 1983 concerning PeehiP benefits –
specifically, a policy change in 2010 under which the PeehiP
board eliminated a “combining allocation program” and
phased in a new premium rate structure, which requires a public-education employee married to another public-education
employee to gradually begin paying the same monthly premiums for family hospital-medical coverage that other PeehiP

Ex parte Endo Pharmaceuticals, Inc., no. 1200470 (ala.
nov. 19, 2021)
Plurality opinion; in multi-plaintiﬀ action brought by hospitals against opioid defendants, trial court abused its discretion by entering a case management order directing parties
to try a public-nuisance claim before trying other claims, and
that the public nuisance claim would be tried in two phases,
“liability” and “special damages.” Although the court rejected
defendants’ argument that special damage implicated the
“standing” of the hospitals, ordering separate trials on liability
and special damage was nevertheless an abuse of discretion
because they would implicate overlapping issues. special
damage was required to be proven by each plaintiﬀ in order
to establish liability – meaning the damage suﬀered by each
plaintiﬀ for uncompensated treatment costs.

From the court of
civil Appeals
rule 40
Johnson v. Brown, no. 2200509 (ala. Civ. app. nov. 19, 2021)
Although trial court did not provide the required 60-day
notice before trial, error was waived by not filing objection
and motion to continue and by announcing trial-ready.

From the United
states supreme
court
Qualified immunity
City of Tahlequah v. Austin, no. 20-1668 (U.s. Oct. 18, 2021)
oﬃcers were entitled to qualified immunity in their use
deadly force in encounter with Rollice while he was in his ex-

Qualified immunity
Rivas-Villegas v. Cortesluna, no. 20-1539 (U.s. Oct. 18, 2021)
oﬃcers were entitled to qualified immunity in connection
with physical restraints placed on suspect in arrest. The
court concluded that “even assuming circuit precedent can
clearly establish law for purposes of § 1983,” the relied-upon
precedent in this case was not factually indistinguishable.
This comment might indicate that the court could consider
the propriety of the use of circuit precedent as being the
basis for evading a “clearly established” finding.

From the eleventh
circuit court of
Appeals
fLsa; Overtime
Gelber v. Akal Security, Inc., no. 18-14496 (11th Cir. sept.
30, 2021)
employer (security contractor for government which repatriates persons ordered from removal from the U.s.) could
not lawfully automatically deduct one-hour meal breaks
from otherwise compensable overtime worked by employees. At issue in this case were the meal breaks associated
with return flights of over 90 minutes in which Air security
oﬃcers (Asos) were undisputedly working and were being
paid overtime, but in which they had very little duties (and

Alabama Lawyer

Case management Orders; Public nuisance

spouse’s garage, where oﬃcers had been summoned by the
ex-spouse to the premises because of Rollice’s having appeared there intoxicated. As captured on video, Rollice had
grabbed a hammer from the workbench and turned around
to face the oﬃcers. Rollice grasped the handle of the hammer with both hands, as if preparing to swing a baseball bat,
and pulled it up to shoulder level. The oﬃcers backed up,
drawing their guns. At this point the video is no longer
silent, and the oﬃcers can be heard yelling at Rollice to drop
the hammer. he did not. instead, Rollice took a few steps to
his right, coming out from behind a piece of furniture so that
he had an unobstructed path to oﬃcer Girdner. he then
raised the hammer higher back behind his head and took a
stance preparing to throw the hammer or charge the oﬃcers. The oﬃcers then used deadly force. especially in Fourth
Amendment cases, courts may not define “clearly established” law at too high a level of generality.

The

participants were required to pay. The trial court had concluded that the 2010 policy violated equal protection. The plurality disagreed, finding the policy did not implicate
fundamental rights or discriminate against a protected class,
and thus the rational basis test applied and that the policy was
sustainable under rational basis review.
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thus watched movies) – in these, Akal deducted automatically one hour for meal breaks. The court aﬃrmed the district court’s finding of an FlsA violation and further aﬃrmed
a no-willfulness finding.

for those same acts or omissions, plaintiﬀs failed to point to
any state-law duty under which the private property owner
would be liable for placement of the mailbox.

fLsa; fluctuating Workweek method
statutory Construction; agency deference

Jones v. Governor of Florida, no. 20-12304 (11th Cir. Oct.
18, 2021)
The court upheld Florida’s newly-passed constitutional
amendment, under which felons can have voting rights restored upon fulfilling their legal financial obligations, against
an equal-protection attack grounded in alleged gender discrimination; there was no evidence the amendment was animated by gender-based bias.

government speech

Colorado river abstention
th

Leake v. Drinkard, no. 20-13868 (11 Cir. sept. 28, 2021)
city conditioned sons of confederate Veterans’ participation in municipal-sponsored parade on agreement not to fly
the stars and bars. one of the sons sued claiming a First
Amendment violation. The district court granted summary
judgment to the city and municipal defendants, and the
eleventh circuit aﬃrmed: When [the] government speaks, it
is not barred by the Free speech clause from determining
the content of what it says.

Alabama Lawyer

Voting rights

Colon v. Twitter, Inc., no. 20-11283 (11th Cir. sept. 27, 2021)
The mass shooting at the Pulse nightclub in orlando was
not an act of “international terrorism” as defined in the AntiTerrorism Act, 18 U.s.c. §§ 2333(a) & (d)(2).

Gold-Fogel v. Fogel, no. 20-14310 (11th Cir. Oct. 20, 2021)
insurer filed interpleader action for insurance proceeds
concerning death of Andrew. cathleen (ex-wife) and david
(son) filed competing claims. david filed state-court action
asserting common-law and Florida state-law claims that
cathleen violated the marital settlement Agreement by failing to pay david child support. like cathleen’s federal declaratory-judgment claim, david’s state-law case turns on
the meaning of the marital settlement Agreement. david
moved to stay the federal action pending disposition of the
state-court action under Colorado River. The federal court
granted the motion. The eleventh circuit held the district
court did not abuse its discretion in staying the federal action – note that the order of filing of the actions in this case
was not dispositive.

fTCa

attorneys’ fees; Civil rights

statutory Construction

The

Hernandez v. Plastipack Packaging, Inc., no. 19-12655
(11th Cir. Oct. 13, 2021)
employer’s payment of bonuses – a shift premium for
night work and holiday pay – on top of his fixed salary does
not preclude the use of the fluctuating workweek method,
so long as an employee receives a fixed salary covering
every hour worked in a week.

Catalyst Pharmaceuticals, Inc. v. Jacobus Pharmaceutical
Co., no. 20-13922 (11th Cir. sept. 30, 2021)
orphan drug Act incentivizes pharmaceutical companies to
develop “orphan drugs” – drugs for rare diseases that aﬀect
such a small portion of the population that there otherwise
would be no financial incentive to research and develop treatments. one such incentive is to grant market exclusivity to the
manufacturer of an FdA-approved orphan drug for a sevenyear period for any drug utilized to treat the “same disease or
condition.” 21 U.s.c. § 360cc. in this case, the FdA found the
statutory phrase ambiguous and interpreted it to authorize
approval of a drug made by Jacobus for treatment of lems (a
rare autoimmune disorder), after it had previously approved a
drug for treatment of lems manufactured by catalyst. The district court erred in granting summary judgment to Jacobus in
an action by catalyst in attempting to enforce its exclusivity.

th

Smith v. USA, no. 20-11329 (11 Cir. sept. 27, 2021)
Although the Federal Tort claims Act waives sovereign immunity for the acts or omissions of a federal employee only
when a private person would be liable under state tort law
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Common Cause Georgia v. Secretary of State, no. 2012388 (11th Cir. Oct. 28, 2021)
litigant which prevailed in a TRo concerning election procedures could be deemed a prevailing party under 42 U.s.c.

Need more
clients?
§ 1988 based on having prevailed in the TRo itself. litigant’s
obtaining any significant relief being requested, either in
final form or pendente lite, creates prevailing party status.

social security

Join the asB Lawyer
referral service

Pupo v. Commissioner, no. 19-14633 (11th Cir. nov. 4, 2021)
commissioner’s denial of ssi benefits was not supported
by substantial evidence for two reasons. First, the AlJ erred
by not addressing one of Pupo’s medical diagnoses, her incontinence, when assessing her residual functional capacity.
second, the Appeals council erred by not considering the
new medical evidence submitted by Pupo following the
AlJ’s denial of her ssi claim.

ada; accrual
Karantsalis v. City of Miami Beach, no. 20-11134 (11th Cir.
november 12, 2021)
Plaintiﬀ filed initial suit under AdA in 2008, alleging public
accommodation claims arising from his ms diagnosis. he dismissed his first lawsuit without prejudice based on belief that
his then-mild symptoms from ms were insuﬃcient to confer
standing, because at the time he could walk, run, stand, etc.
in 2017, he began falling, and in 2019 he was prescribed a
wheelchair. he brought a second suit in 2019 under AdA Title
ii. The district court dismissed based on the statute of limitations. The eleventh circuit reversed, holding that his claim accrued in 2017. “[F]or purposes of his AdA claim and taking all
allegations as true, Karantsalis’s injury did not occur until at
least 2017, when his mobility decreased to the level that he
could no longer readily access and use the city’s public services because of its AdA non-compliant facilities.”
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railroad Employees

Marrache v. Bacardi USA, Inc., no. 20-10677 (11th Cir. nov.
8, 2021)
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federal Preemption; Consumer Protection

WhY JoiN?

The

CSX Transportation, Inc. v. USA, no. 20-12494 (11th Cir.
nov. 10, 2021)
(1) Relocation benefits provided by a railroad to its employees are exempt under the Railroad Retirement Tax Act as
“bona fide and necessary expenses incurred [by the employee] . . . in the business of the employer,” 26 U.s.c. §
3231(e)(1)(iii); and (2) there is no requirement to prove or
substantiate anything beyond compliance with the statute.
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in a case concerning the deceptive impact of the inclusion
of “grains of paradise” in bombay sapphire Gin, the court
held that § 562.455 of the Florida deceptive and Unfair
Trade Practices Act (“FdUTPA”) was not preempted by federal law, i.e., the Food Additives Amendment of 1958.

able because (1) the violation of § 1692c(b) alleged in this
case gave rise to a concrete injury in fact under Article iii,
and (2) the debt collector’s transmittal of the consumer’s
personal information to its dunning vendor constituted a
communication “in connection with the collection of any
debt” within the meaning of § 1692c(b).

Qualified immunity; Excessive force
Johnson v. City of Miami Beach, no. 20-10834 (11th Cir.
nov. 19, 2021)
in excessive force § 1983 case, district court granted summary judgment solely on basis that oﬃcer’s conduct did not
give rise to assault or battery nor was excessive. The
eleventh circuit reversed, because under Johnson’s version
of events and the videos of the account, Johnson’s arrest
was eﬀected and he was fully secured, not resisting, and not
posing a threat when oﬃcer struck him in his face.

Judicial records; sealing; Collateral Order
doctrine
Callahan v. United Network for Organ Sharing, no. 2013932 (11th Cir. nov. 17, 2021)
internal communications attached to briefing in the district court were held to be judicial records, and the court refused to seal them for lack of good cause. An order granting
a motion to unseal conclusively decides a disputed question
and resolves an important issue separate from a lawsuit’s
merits, and it is thus immediately reviewable under the collateral order doctrine. materials at issue were judicial records
because the documents at issue “were used in connection
with merits briefing such that the public right of access attaches.” They were attached to the hospitals’ supplemental
brief in support of a preliminary injunction. district court did
not abuse its discretion in employing the multi-factor balancing test for evaluating whether good cause exists to prevent public access, balancing “the asserted right of access
against the other party’s interest in keeping the information
confidential.”

The
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fdPCa; standing
Hunstein v. Preferred Collection & Mgmt Services, Inc., no.
19-14434 (11th Cir. nov. 17, 2021)
The court withdrew its prior panel opinion (concerning
standing to seek statutory damages in an FdcPA case) and
elected to take the case en banc. in the last panel decision,
the panel had held that the transmittal of consumer’s personal information to a third-party vendor, which then used
the information to attempt collection of a debt, was action-
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Bankruptcy
In re Gaime, no. 20-12240 (11th Cir. nov. 16, 2021)
Tort plaintiﬀ obtained significant wrongful-death judgment in state court against tort defendant (insured by state
Farm). Tort plaintiﬀ filed a petition for involuntary bankruptcy against the tort defendant, after which state Farm
moved to intervene, post-judgment, in the wrongful-death
action. held: 11 U.s.c. § 362(a) (the automatic-stay provision) precluded state Farm’s motion to intervene, and bankruptcy court did not abuse its discretion in refusing to lift
the stay.

Qualified immunity
Charles v. Johnson, no. 20-12393 (11th Cir. nov. 15, 2021)
charles (who claims to suﬀer from bipolar disorder) resisted arrest for over five minutes post-midnight. he was later
subdued and arrested with the help of a civilian and a second deputy. he brought an excessive force claim and a claim
for refusal to accommodate under the Rehabilitation Act.
The district court granted summary judgment. The eleventh
circuit aﬃrmed, holding: (1) “civilian’s rendering of brief, ad
hoc assistance to a law enforcement oﬃcer is not state action, absent proof of a conspiracy to violate the constitutional rights of another;” (2) a “tackle” arrest is not per se
unconstitutional, and in the circumstances it “was among
the least forceful ways to advance the arrest and gain control of the situation,” and thus arresting oﬃcer was entitled
to qualified immunity because his use of force was not even
unreasonable; (3) second oﬃcer’s use of taser to obtain control over suspect was not per se unconstitutional nor an excessive level of force in the circumstances; (4) Rehabilitation
Act claim failed because plaintiﬀ did not establish that his alleged bipolar disorder or panic attacked substantially limited a major life activity.

Bankruptcy; notice
In re Le Centre on Fourth, LLC, no. 20-12785 (11th Cir. nov.
15, 2021)
Tort plaintiﬀs (Jacksons) sued lcF (bankrupt defendant)
and related parties on premises liability claim in state court.

Tort plaintiﬀs’ counsel received amended disclosure statement noting that plan would release lcF and related parties,
but lcF did not serve the Jacksons with a specific form of
notice required by the Federal Rules of bankruptcy Procedure. After plan confirmation, lcF and related parties moved
to dismiss state court action; Jacksons then moved bK court
for leave to press their claims nominally against the related
parties to obtain insurance proceeds. The bK court denied
that motion, and the district court aﬃrmed. The eleventh
circuit aﬃrmed, holding that the Jacksons received suﬃcient notice to satisfy due process and that the bankruptcy
court did not abuse its discretion by ruling that the Jacksons
could not pursue their nominal claims.

rECEnT CriminaL dECisiOns

From the Alabama
supreme court
double Jeopardy
Ex parte Collins, no. 1200443 (ala. nov. 5, 2021)
While aﬃrming defendant’s capital murder conviction
under Ala. code § 13A-5-40(a)(7) arising from his participation in a “murder for hire” scheme, the court reversed his
conviction for criminal conspiracy under Ala. code § 13A-43. Under Blockburger v. United States, 284 U.s. 299 (1932),
criminal conspiracy is a lesser included oﬀense of capital
murder committed for pecuniary gain.

Ex parte State (v. Justin Simpson), Cr-20-0810 (ala. Crim.
app. nov. 19, 2021)
circuit court erred by granting defendant a new trial after
a jury convicted him of capital murder and felony murder.
Rule 24.1(a) requires circuit court to sentence defendant before ordering a new trial. because circuit court erred by
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granting new trial without first sentencing defendant, the
court pretermitted review of whether the circuit court
placed itself into the place of the jury by rejecting reweighing the evidence and rejected the guilty verdicts.

asked to take jacket oﬀ of defendant’s front porch. oﬃcer
patted the jacket to check for weapons and found a pill bottle containing marijuana. oﬃcer’s actions were justified
under the emergency assistance exception to the warrant
requirement.

Community Corrections
Bothwell v. State, Cr-20-0203 (ala. Crim. app. Oct. 15, 2021)
Ala. code § 15-18-175(d) requires circuit court to make
findings before revoking a community corrections sentence,
but neither that statute nor Rule 27.6(f ) requires those findings to be made in a written order. circuit court’s rejection of
arguments for “rehab” as an alternative to revocation of community corrections sentence “implicitly made the findings
that § 15-18-175 requires.”

restitution
Davis v. State, Cr-20-0202 (ala. Crim. app. Oct. 8, 2021)
circuit court erred in ordering defendant, convicted of
criminal trespass under Ala. code § 13A-7-3, to pay restitution
for loss of items not proximately caused by criminal conduct.

Youthful Offender
M.S.P. v. State, Cr-20-0182 (ala. Crim. app. Oct. 8, 2021)
Proper avenue for collateral relief from youthful oﬀender
adjudication is through common law writ of error coram
nobis, because Ala. R. crim. P. 32 cannot be used to challenge the adjudication.

The
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Juvenile Transfers
D.M. v. State, Cr-20-0261 (ala. Crim. app. Oct. 8, 2021)
Juvenile court did not err in transferring defendant to circuit court for prosecution as adult on charges of felony murder, robbery, and capital murder. defendant did not
preserve contention that juvenile court’s finding was based
solely on hearsay, and state produced “clear and convincing”
evidence that transfer was in his best interest or the best interest of the public. “clear and convincing” standard required to support the transfer under Ala. code § 12-15-203
may be met even if evidence is conflicting.

search and seizure
Byrd v. State, Cr-20-0609 (ala. Crim. app. Oct. 8, 2021)
law enforcement oﬃcer’s discovery of contraband in defendant’s jacket did not violate Fourth Amendment. defendant was being treated by paramedics, and oﬃcer was
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Heat of Passion
Williams v. State, Cr-20-0294 (ala. Crim. app. Oct. 8,
2021)
The court aﬃrmed defendant’s murder conviction and
found no error in circuit court’s refusal for a jury instruction
regarding heat of passion manslaughter. evidence showed
that defendant knew that his wife had sex with the victim
several days earlier, but there was nothing else to “come
close to what our courts have said is catching one’s spouse
in ‘the act of adultery’ or ‘actual sexual intercourse’” at the
time of the killing to constitute provocation.

rule 32
Matthews v. State, Cr-20-0462 (ala. Crim. app. Oct. 8,
2021)
Trial court lost jurisdiction to modify dismissal of Rule 32
petition 30 days after that judgment.

Uniform mandatory disposition of detainers
Brown v. State, Cr-20-0223 (ala. Crim. app. Oct. 8, 2021)
defendant was not entitled to dismissal of his charge
under the Uniform mandatory disposition of detainers Act,
Ala. code § 15-9-80 et seq., because its 180-day time limit
was tolled by the suspension of jury trials in Alabama due to
coVid-19 pandemic.

district Court discovery
Dees v. State, Cr-20-0276 (ala. Crim. app. Oct. 8, 2021)
court denied mandamus relief from the district court’s denial of discovery in defendant’s felony case before preliminary
hearing. While a district court is authorized to order discovery
in felony cases until the completion of preliminary hearing, it
is not required to do so, and defendant showed no abuse of
discretion in the denial of her discovery request.
s
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